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(Brussels Invest & Export by hub.brussels, Flanders Investment & Trade [FIT], Wallonia Export-Investment Agency [AWEX]),
FPS Foreign Affairs and the Belgian Foreign Trade Agency.
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Her Royal Highness Princess Astrid, Princess
of Belgium, was born in Brussels on 5 June
1962. She is the second child of King Albert II
and Queen Paola.

In late June 2009, the International Paralympic
Committee (IPC) Governing Board ratified the
appointment of Princess Astrid as a member
of the IPC Honorary Board.

After her secondary education in Brussels,
Princess Astrid studied art history for a year
in Leiden in the Netherlands. She completed
her education in Geneva, at the Institute of
European Studies and in Michigan in the
United States.

In January 2010, the charity Action Damien/
Damiaanactie announced that Princess Astrid
had agreed to take over from HM Queen Fabiola
as Honorary President of the organisation.

In Brussels on 22 September 1984, Princess
Astrid married Lorenz, Archduke of AustriaEste, who became Prince of Belgium in 1995.
The couple has five children, all born in
Belgium: Amedeo (21 February 1986), Maria
Laura (26 August 1988), Joachim (9 December
1991), Luisa Maria (11 October 1995) and
Laetitia Maria (23 April 2003).
Princess Astrid has always shown particular
concern for those in society who risk falling
through the net. She supports initiatives that
assist the disadvantaged, in particular single
mothers and people lacking in education and
skills.

As Honorary President of the Queen Elisabeth
Medical Foundation (QEMF) and the King
Baudouin Foundation’s Scientific and Medical
Funds, Princess Astrid lends her support to
fundamental medical research. She is involved
in the fight against epidemics and pandemics,
including from 2007 until 2015 as Special
Representative of the Roll Back Malaria (RBM)
Partnership. The Princess is also committed
to championing the victims of violence, most
notably in efforts to combat antipersonnel
mines.

Princess Astrid joined the Belgian Armed
Forces on 22 May 1997. She is a colonel in the
Medical Unit.
The Princess is involved in the public activities
of the Royal Family.
Princess Astrid represented the King at his
request during the trade missions to Angola
& South Africa and to India in 2013, to the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia & the Sultanate of
Oman, to Colombia & Peru and to Malaysia &
Singapore in 2014, to Qatar & the United Arab
Emirates and to Western Canada in 2015, to
Indonesia and to the United States of AmericaTexas in 2016 and to the Republic of Korea and
to the Republic of Côte d’Ivoire in 2017, and to
Argentina and Uruguay and to the Kingdom of
Morocco in 2018.

On 20 June 2013, the Secretariat of the
Ottawa Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention
announced that Princess Astrid - as Special
Envoy of the Convention - would be part of
a working group tasked with promoting the
treaty at a diplomatic level in states that had
not yet joined.
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HE KRIS PEETERS
FEDERAL DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER AND
MINISTER OF EMPLOYMENT, ECONOMY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS IN CHARGE OF FOREIGN TRADE,
POVERTY REDUCTION, EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES,
PERSONS WITH A DISABILITY
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Born on May 18th, 1962. Married.

• 2004-2007
Minister for Public Works, Energy,

POLITICAL CAREER

Environment and Nature, Government of

• 2014 -

Flanders (Belgium)

• 2014 -

• Special degree in Accountancy and Tax Law,
Vlerick School of Management, Ghent
• M.A. in Law, University of Antwerp, Antwerp
• B.A. in Philosophy, University of Antwerp,

Deputy Prime Minister, federal Government
(Belgium)

EDUCATION

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Antwerp

• 1999-2004

Minister of Employment, Economy and

Managing Director, UNIZO (Organisation of

HONORARY TITLES

Consumer Affairs, in charge of Foreign

Self-Employed and SMEs)

• 2008

Trade, federal Government (Belgium)
• 2009-2014
Minister-President, Government of Flanders
(Belgium)
• 2009-2014
Minister for Economy, Foreign Policy,
Agriculture and Rural Policy, Government of
Flanders (Belgium)
• 2007-2009
Minister-President, Government of Flanders
(Belgium)
• 2007-2009

• 1994-1999
Secretary General, UNIZO, Brussels
• 1991-1994
Director Research Department, UNIZO,
Brussels
• 1989-1991
Lecturer, Limburg University Centre, Hasselt
• 1988-1991
Counsellor fiscal matters, UNIZO, Brussels
• 1986-1988

Honorary Degree, Moscow Sate Institute of
International Relations
• 2005
Honorary Managing Director, UNIZO
• 2005
Honorary Secretary-General, FVIB
(Federation of self-employed professionals)
• 2005
Honorary President, FBS (Flanders
Business School)

Lawyer, Storme, Leroy, Van Parys and
Doolaege, Ghent

Minister for Institutional Reform,
Administrative Affairs, Foreign Policy, Media,
Tourism, Ports, Agriculture, Sea Fisheries
and Rural Policy, Government of Flanders
(Belgium)
BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSION
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HE DIDIER REYNDERS
DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER
MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND DEFENCE,
IN CHARGE OF BELIRIS AND FEDERAL CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS
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Born in Liège on August 6th, 1958
Married - 4 children
GOVERNMENT POSITIONS
• Minister of Finance (1999 - 2011)
• Chairman of the Eurogroup (January December 2001)
• President of the Ecofin (July - December
2001 / July 2010 - December 2010)
• Member of the G7 in 2001
• Chairman of the G10, which is the meeting of
the main creditor States, in 2002
• Minister in charge of the Belgian Buildings
Agency (2003 - 2011)
• Deputy Prime Minister since 18 July 2004
• Minister of Institutional Reforms (2004 2011)
• Minister in charge of the National Lottery, the
Federal Holding and Investment Company
(FHIC) and the insurance companies (2007
- 2011)
• Minister of Foreign Affairs, Foreign Trade and
European Affairs (2011 - 2014)
• Minister of Foreign Affairs and European
Affairs, in charge of Beliris and Federal
Cultural Institutions since 11 October 2014

ACADEMICAL FUNCTIONS
• Lecturer / Visiting Professor at the Hautes
Etudes commerciales of Liège (1989-2004)
• Visiting Professor – HEC Management
School of the University of Liège (2005-2017)
• Staff member of the Public Law Department
at the University of Liège
• Visiting Lecturer at the Louvain School of
Management – Université catholique de
Louvain (2007 – to this day)
• Lecturer at the Université libre de Bruxelles
(2017- to this day)

• Chairman of the PRL-FDF Group (1995 1999)
• Chairman of the Provincial and District MR
Federation (1995-2004)
• Member of the Bureau and Deputy Chairman
of the Liberal International (2005 - 2011)
• Chairman of the Mouvement Réformateur
(2004 - 2011)
• Member and Leader of the MR Group of the
Uccle Town Council (since 3 December 2012)
• Chairman of the Brussels MR Federation
(since 12 January 2013)

POLITICAL ACTIVITIES

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

• Chief of staff of the Deputy Prime Minister,

• Lawyer (1981 - 1985)

Minister of Justice and Institutional Reforms,
Jean Gol (1987 - 1988)
• Member of the Liège Town Council (1988 2012)
• Leader of the MR Group of the Liège Town
Council (1995 - 2012)
• Deputy Chairman of the MR (1992 - 2004)

• Director General of the Local Authorities
Department of the Ministry of the Walloon
Region (1985 - 1988)
• Chairman of the National Railway Company
of Belgium (1986 - 1991)
• Chairman of the National Society of Airways
(1991 - 1993)

• Member of Parliament since 1992

BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSION
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HE PIERRE-YVES JEHOLET
VICE-PRESIDENT AND MINISTER OF ECONOMY, INDUSTRY,
RESEARCH, INNOVATION, DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY, EMPLOYMENT
AND TRAINING OF THE WALLOON GOVERNMENT
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Born in Verviers on October 6th, 1968

PREVIOUS POLITICAL ACTIVITIES

PREVIOUS PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Married, 2 children

• Minority Leader (MR) – Walloon Parliament

• Deputy chief of staff and spokesman to the

– from 22nd October 2014 to 27th July 2017;
EDUCATION

• Walloon and community Deputy from 23rd

• Msc in Communication (UCL, Louvain-laNeuve).

June 2009 to 27th July 2017;
• Federal Deputy from 26th June 2007 to 23rd

• Bachelor in Law (ULiège).

June 2009;

• Secondary school - Collège Marie-Thérèse in
Herve (Mathematics-Languages).

• Walloon Deputy from 29th June 2004 to 26th
June 2007;
• French community Deputy from 6th July 2004

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
Research,

Innovation,

Digital

technology, Employment and Training of the
Walloon Government since 28th July 2017;
• MR (liberal political party) President of
Verviers district federation since October
2008;
• Town councillor in Herve.

2003;
• Editor-in-chief in charge of communication
at « Réseau Radio Ciel » from January 1993
to December 1995;
• Press Officer to the PRL-FDF political group
President at the House of Representatives
from January 1996 to July 1999.

to 26th June 2007;

• Vice-President and Minister of Economy,
Industry,

Minister of Finance from July 1999 to July

• President of the parliamentary committee
“Culture, youth, audiovisual media, press and
cinema aid”;
• Federal Deputy from 14th July 2003 to 29th
June 2004;
• MR spokesman from January 2008 to
February 2011;
• Mayor of Herve from 3rd December 2012 to
27th July 2017.

BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSION
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HE PHILIPPE MUYTERS
FLEMISH MINISTER FOR WORK, ECONOMY,
INNOVATION AND SPORT
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Born in Antwerp on December 6th, 1961
Married to Anne Donckers

• 1989-1992
Chief Executive Officer Dynamic (Seghers
Group) and Member of the board of

EDUCATION

Directors Seghers Engineering

Master of Business Economics, Antwerp
University, graduated magna cum laude, 1984

• 1985-1989
Economical Advisor Research Department

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

Vlaams Economisch Verbond

• 2009-2014
Flemish Minister for Finance, Budget, Work,

INTERESTS

Town and Country Planning and Sport

Trainer, coach and player in the
football team Amber, reading, traveling

• 2000-2009

and hiking

Managing Director Flanders’ Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (VOKA)
• 1997-2000
Chief Executive Officer Vlaams-Economisch
Verbond
• 1992-1997
Administrator-general Sociaal-Economische
Raad van Vlaanderen (SERV)
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HE CÉCILE JODOGNE
SECRETARY OF STATE OF THE BRUSSELS-CAPITAL REGION
FOR FOREIGN TRADE & INVESTMENT AND FIREFIGHTING
AND EMERGENCY MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
MINISTER OF THE FRENCH COMMUNITY COMMISSION
IN CHARGE OF CIVIL SERVICE AND HEALTH POLICY
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Born on 1st April 1964 in Leuven
• Master’s degree in Geographic sciences

• 1995 - 2000

• Since 2008

Director – Cabinet of Deputy Mayor of

Teaching assistant at University of Brussels

Schaerbeek Bernard Clerfayt

(ULB) – architecture faculty

(UCL)
• Master’s degree in Economic sciences (UCL)
• Secretary of State for the Brussels-Capital

• 2001 - 2006
Local Councillor – Schaerbeek

Region, in charge of Foreign Trade and
Firefighting and Emergency Medical
Assistance
• Minister, Member of the Board of the French
Community Commission (COCOF), in charge

Member of the Parliament of the BrusselsCapital Region

• 2001 - 2003
Project & Communication Manager at

• Since 2014

M-Brussels Village (the Brussels ICT

Secretary of State for the Brussels-Capital

Business Centre)

Region, in charge of Foreign Trade &

of Civil Service and Health Policy
• Deputy Mayor of Schaerbeek (Brussels)

• 2009 - 2014

Investment, Firefighting and Emergency
• 2004 - 2006

Medical Assistance

Director of « Maison Autrique », the first
PROFESSIONAL CAREER

striking building designed by Victor Horta

• 1989 - 1991
Research and Teaching Assistant at Catholic
University of Louvain-la-Neuve (UCL)

• Minister, Member of the Board of the French
Community Commission (COCOF), in charge

• Since 2006

of Civil Service and Health Policy

Deputy Mayor in charge of spatial planning,
urbanism, environment, tourism and

• 1992 - 1995

property

Advisor for the Secretary of State for the
Brussels-Capital Region in charge of
Monuments and Sites.

• 2008 - December 2011
Mayor of Schaerbeek
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7VORTEX
7VORTEX: Knowledge Management System

7VORTEX is at the global edge of education, health, business and

Immerse in Digital Transformation tsunami, we are missing the

conservation by empowering perspectives and connecting solutions all

opportunity of emerging as the industry’s knowledge point of reference.

over the world. We have an online community of hundreds of curators and

The innovation opportunities are everywhere, and therefore we need to

readers from 100 countries and more than 1000 cities in 5 continents.

connect and capitalize the experience of the people. While everybody
else is trying to substitute humans, we are figuring out how to accelerate

7VORTEX offers a powerful architecture and attractive visualizations to

the collective intelligence process.

accelerate knowledge transfer in companies, teams and communities.
Our platform is an easy online tool that helps you capitalize your digital
knowledge.

Avenue des Merisiers 4
1332 Genval (Rixensart)
T: +32 474 70 19 84
c@7vortex.com
www.7vortex.com

Camille
DUBOIS
Digital Strategy

22

Hugo
ARAUJO
Ecosystem Design
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ABS BELGIUM
ABS Laundry Business Solutions is the recognized global specialist

organization and supports business lines as Linen Services, Garment

and leader of industrial laundry ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)

Services, Residential Services, OR Surgical Pack Services and Dust

contract management, route accounting and logistic solutions for the

Control/Washroom Services. This includes inventory control, warehouse

laundry and textile rental business.

management, tracking and tracing, UHF RFID, as well as Billing,
WEB Portals and Mobile Device App’s. ABS incorporates the latest

ABS, with approximately 600 laundries on 5 continents using the ABS

technologies to deliver intuitive solutions for multi and single plant

system, employs over 150 dedicated employees located worldwide. Our

organizations and is continuously in development in close cooperation

ABSSolute system is scalable to the needs of any industrial laundry

with our clients.

Molenzicht 23
2380 Ravels
T: +32 14 65 80 61
Marijke.Berkenbosch@abslbs.com
www.abslbs.com

Gerard
VAN DE DONK
COO ABS Group

BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSION
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ACIERS GROSJEAN
Aciers (Steel) Grosjean Group is a family business active for over 30

Products:

years in trading and distribution of steel. At the heart of Europe, we are

•C
 oils, strips, sheets, headers and footer reels;

present in Belgium with 5 sales depots and an international trading

•G
 alvanized, Pre- painted, Hot Rolled, Cold –rolled;

department. To ensure a perfect finish for your products, trust our

•P
 roducts: production excess, second and third choice.

various comprehensive services and quality. Aciers Grosjean is now
looking for new partners able to import, use or sell our products.

Rue de Zone 23
6032 Mont-Sur-Marchienne
T: +32 71 47 10 40
info@aciersgrosjean.be
www.aciersgrosjean.be

Emrah
GULER
Trader
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AGRISTO
Agristo is a Belgian based company with the head office in Harelbeke

range of frozen fries and derived products. Moreover we can develop a

and additional production plants in Tilburg (NL), Nazareth (B) and

made to measure solution for each customer. As ‘private label’ producer

Wielsbeke (B). We specialize in the production of frozen and pre-fried

Agristo is the partner of retail and food service players worldwide. We

french fries. Since 1986 we have been producing authentic and delicious

manage the complete chain of production, from plants to distribution. In

fries, croquettes and other frozen potato products to suit each customer

this way we guarantee very high quality and flexibility. Our modern and

choosing for quality, taste and cosiness. We offer an extremely varied

well-equipped buildings have a state of the art machinery park.

Waterstraat 40
8531 Harelbeke
T: +32 56 73 50 50
info@agristo.be
www.agristo.be

Antoon
WALLAYS
Director

Benjamin
MEIRE
Account Manager

BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSION
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ALL CHEMIE BELGIUM
ACB Group is an international manufacturer of high-quality coatings

As supplier and manufacturer, we have the ambition to offer our

and road marking products in acrylic, cold plastic and thermoplastic.

clients premium quality. That is why we are committed to innovation,

We deliver customised work and are experts in toll manufacturing. As

customisation and sustainable, ecologically responsible production

the Belgian market leader in products for road markings, we stand for

processes.

quality, swift delivery and a comprehensive service. We owe that position
to our high-quality products, qualitative and caring customer service,

Our product range : road marking paints, road marking thermoplastics,

and a continuous pursuit of perfection.

anti-graffiti coatings, surface coatings and road studs.

Europaweg 14
3560 Lummen
T: +32 11 45 61 85
jan.marynissen@acb-group.eu
www.acb-group.eu

Jan
MARYNISSEN
Business Development
Manager
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ALTISSIA
Altissia International is a company that specialises in the creation,

that is linked to the ideas of mobility, immersion, contextualisation

implementation and success of customised and contextualised language

and personalisation, and is associated with the keywords Innovation,

projects for the educational, professional and institutional domains.

Research and Development (IRD). Above all, we respect socio-cultural
differences and reflect a humanistic approach to education. The platform

Its headquarters is based on the university campus of Louvain-La-

is available in 24 languages.

Neuve (Belgium), and its institutional shareholder is the CLL (Language
Centre of the Université Catholique de Louvain). Altissia’s activities and

The gateway to all our projects is a contextualised platform that is

structural presence extend across the world: Belgium, France, Spain,

customised according to the specific needs of the client and learner, yet

Italy, Morocco, Indonesia, Singapore, Peru, Brazil and Canada.

all projects share the common characteristic of using all available tools,
both face-to-face and virtual, to ensure that they are successful.

Altissia’s mission is to offer academic, effective and fun language
learning to the widest possible audience. We want to provide learning

Place de l’Université 16
1348 Louvain-La-Neuve
T: +32 10 65 72 61
contact@altissia.com
www.altissia.com

Nicolas-Louis
BOËL
CEO

Charlotte
COUTELLIER
Executive assistant to
the CEO &
Institutional Affairs
Coordinator
BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSION
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AMB ECOSTERYL
AMB Ecosteryl is a private Belgian company founded in 1947, which is

Once treated through the system, hazardous medical waste falls into the

specialized in the manufacture of environmentally friendly machines for

same category as household rubbish, hereby cancelling out any risk of

the treatment of medical waste. Ecosteryl is a clean technology for the

contamination.

treatment of hospital waste, combining in a continuous-flow process a
powerful shredding with dry microwave core-heating of waste.

AMB Ecosteryl provides a safe solution to service providers (collection
and treatment of medical waste) and medium-large hospitals.

Ecosteryl treatment of contaminated medical waste is done without
any polluted discharge; there is no need to use water, steam, chemical
products or gas, only energy is required during the entire process.

Avenue Nicolas Copernic 1
7000 Mons
T: +32 65 82 26 81
sales@ecosteryl.com
www.ecosteryl.com

Andrew
CANTILLO ESCOBAR
Sales Manager Latin
America
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AMBITUS
Ambitus provides tailor-made support to SME’s and family offices that

design, functionality and quality at an affordable price. We are currently

either want to enter or further develop the South American market.

looking for an importer / distributor for Mexico.

Amongst others we typically focus on energy efficiency and renewable
energy generation, telecommunications, FMCG and infrastructure

b) SEE Telecom & Kabelwerk Eupen

& technology. During this princely mission, Ambitus will represent 2

SEE Telecom (www.see.be) is a leading manufacturer of radio-

clients:

communication equipment and solutions for coverage in confined areas
(FM, UHF, VHF, DAB, GSM) such as road tunnels, metros, mining and

a) BergHOFF

in-building. Our parent company Kabelwerk Eupen (www.eupen.com) is

BergHOFF (https://berghoffworldwide.com/publications) is a family

a leader in the production of cable amongst which are instrumentation

company, offering an extensive range of beautifully designed kitchenware

cables, airfield lighting cables and radiating cable used in the radio-

in over 50 countries. With more than 1,500 products (pots and pans,

communication market, automation projects, telecom operating

knives, utensils, coffee and tea, cutlery, oven and barbecue) we provide

companies, etc.

Meershoven 43
3740 Bilzen
T: +32 474 88 66 63
ralph.hendrikx@ambitus-bb.com
www.ambitus-bb.com

Ralph
HENDRIKX
Managing Director

BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSION
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APTEC DIAGNOSTICS
APTEC Diagnostics nv, founded in 1992, is a manufacturer of high quality
stable Turbidimetric reagents to measure serum proteins in human
plasma or urine. With over 20 years of experience and solid business
we are considered to be a reference when it comes to Turbidimetry.
Our current portfolio lists more than 40 reagents. We have distributors
worldwide and have collaborations with almost all major diagnostic
reagent manufacturers. We are ISO13485:2003 certified and CEconform.

Industriepark-West 42 C
9100 Sint-Niklaas
T: +32 3 766 20 86
raf.cordeel@aptec.be
www.aptec.be

Thomas
SPEE
Business Development
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ARCO INFORMATION
Arco Information, Stable Partner on:
• Managing Information Flows and Documents
• Conversion from Paper to Digital
• Automating Processes
• Ensuring Documents and Information Reach the right Addressee
• Secure Archive
• Doma Cloud Platform
Arco Information was established in 1993, with 50 experienced
colleagues and a solid base of over 1 000 customers.

Oscar Van Kesbeeckstraat 1
2800 Mechelen
T: +32 15 28 90 30
info@arco.be
www.arco.be

Paul
VAN COILLIE
CEO

Nicole
VAN DESSEL
Lector

BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSION
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ARTEMIS MEDICAL
ARTEMIS is a Belgian company with more than 20 years of experience

Taking into account the costs of health, ARTEMIS seeks to offer its

in providing services and products for patients who need it. Thanks to

customers the highest quality products and services at the most

their experience, the group has created the NATEEN® brand in 2009 to

affordable prices and always looking for innovations to better meet the

provide high quality incontinence products for healthcare providers so

needs of its customers.

they can offer the best quality products to their patients improving their
quality of life.

NATEEN® products are distributed daily to millions of people through
our intelligent chain of distributors around the world.

Rue Laid Burniat 5
1348 Louvain-La-Neuve
T: +32 10 81 83 65
info@nateen.com
www.artemis-medical.com

Gustavo
OLIVEIRA MASSAGLI
Sales Director of Latin
America
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ASTEL MEDICA
Astel Medica, spin-off of the university of Liège, founded in 2000, is

As leader and pioneer in the sector of probiotics in Belgium, Astel Medica

a Belgian pharmaceutical company located in Liège. Leader in the

is known for its research and development department but especially for

Belgian probiotics market, Astel Medica produces and markets a range

its scientific background including more than 100 scientific publications

of products in various therapeutic areas such as: gastroenterology,

on its strains and clinical studies from protocol to publication.

immunity, gynaecology, rhumatology, cardiovascular diseases and
paediatrics.

Rue du Zoning 5
4557 Sohet-Tinlot
T: +32 85 51 40 11
astel@astel-medica.com
www.astel-medica.com

Thouria
LOUHMADI
General Manager

Rimma
DOLOTKAZINA
Export manager

Laura Maria
VALVERDE DE ROJAS
Export manager

BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSION
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ATELIER ESPACE ARCHITECTURAL MARC SOMERS
The Atelier Espace Architectural is born from the meeting of people

That implies to refuse ready-made solutions because every project,

coming from different outlooks and having as common interest the

every situation is different and needs an appropriate answer to lead to

human wellness and his global growing in harmony with the nature and

an architecture in harmony with its users, but also with its environment.

his own nature.
“Architecture is the link between the human and the nature”
The principal goal of the Atelier Espace Architectural is to study and
realize, not only the attended program, but also a part of dream, of
hidden desires that everyone has in mind while adapting with everyone’s
human and financial means.

Avenue Parmentier 52
1150 Brussels
T: +32 2 543 44 25
somersespace@gmail.com
www.somersespace.be

Marc
SOMERS
Architect
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BEL’EXPORT
BEL’ DE LOOZ: MAJOR BRANDS.

A wide range

BEL’EXPORT markets its fruit and vegetables under the name Bel’ de

The Bel’ de Looz and Bel’ de Looz Superieure labels contain a wide

Looz. This label guarantees fresh, high quality products, cultivated in the

assortment of fresh fruits and vegetables including apples, pears,

fertile grounds of the Belgian Haspengouw region.

cherries, strawberries, leek, tomatoes, etc…

Recently, a brand new label, Bel’ de Looz Superieure, was introduced

Moreover, the company supports the development of new varieties,

to brand a selection of fine fruit and vegetables available in limited

like the recently introduced cherries: Regina and Cordia; and apples:

quantities, depending on harvest volumes.

Greenstar, Kanzi and Braeburn.

Neremstraat 2
3840 Borgloon
T: +32 12 67 10 50
belexport@belexport.com
www.belexport.com

Tony
DERWAEL
Sales Export Manager

Simon
WOUTERS
Sales export
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BELGIAN CORPORATION FOR INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT (BMI-SBI)
BMI/SBI is an investment company whose objective is the medium to

financing of foreign subsidiaries or joint ventures by Belgian companies,

long term co-financing of foreign investments by Belgian companies

both greenfield projects as well as acquisitions or the development of

worldwide. The Federal Investment & Participation company (SFPI/

existing companies.

FPIM) is the majority shareholder together with the National Bank of
Belgium and private shareholders such as BNP Paribas Fortis, ING and

BMI/SBI offers flexible, attractive financing packages as well as services/

Electrabel.

added value based on its long-time experience in foreign investment.
Minority equity participations and/or quasi-equity can be offered on a

Created in 1971 BMI/SBI has invested in over 300 projects in more than

term between 5 to 10 years and with financing amounts ranging between

50 countries. BMI/SBI’s activities are oriented towards the creation and

€ 500.000 to € 5 million.

Avenue Louise 32/3
1050 Brussels
T: +32 2 776 01 00
info@bmi-sbi.be
www.bmi-sbi.be

Barbara
REYPENS
Senior Investment
Officer
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BELGISCHE FRUITVEILING
BFV… Market leader in Belgium and trendsetter in Europe…We didn’t

as China, India, Indonesia, Brazil with a heavy focus on its successful

grow by chance

“Truval” brand. BFV is the number one supplier of Conference pears in

The Belgian Fruit Valley (BFV) is Europe’s biggest cooperative of topfruit

the world and currently developing the Red Conference. Other quality

growers. The cooperative can boast a membership of 1200 professional

apple varieties from BFV are Joly Red, Red Prince, Jonagored. BFV also

fruit growers and sells more than 250 million kilos of fruit annually,

produces 3.000 tons of cherries every year. Top quality fresh produce

representing more than 60% of all commercially grown fruit in Belgium.

from the Belgian Fruit Valley at the highest food safety standards… the

85% of BFV fresh produce is destined for export outside of Belgium, with

benchmark for the agro-industry worldwide.

an outlook on developing and expanding sales in newer markets such

Montenakenweg 82
3800 Sint-Truiden
T: +32 11 69 34 11
alberte.vaes@bfv.be
www.bfv.be

Marc
EVRARD
Export Manager
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MEXICO
BELORTA
BelOrta is one of Belgium’s leading co-operative auctioneers and one

conference pear. This delicious pear is both crispy fresh or sweet and

of European market leaders in fruit and vegetables. Almost 50% of all

juicy since it can be eaten both at the beginning and end of the ripening

Belgian horticultural products traded through auctions are sold via

process. BelOrta’s Conference pears are rich in vitamins, minerals,

BelOrta. Each year, 1.200 active growers ensure the continuous supply of

fibres and benefit from a stringent cultivation method. The Conference

more than 120 vegetable varieties, 30 fruit varieties and many varieties

pear is one of the most popular European fruits at the moment and since

of herbs. Together, the BelOrta-growers produce 650 million units of

last year also available for Brazilian consumers.

fruit and vegetables each year. One of our top products is the Belgian

Mechelsesteenweg(CEN) 120
2860 Sint-Katelijne-Waver
T: +32 15 55 11 11
verkoop@belorta.be
www.belorta.be

Jo
LAMBRECHT
Commercial Manager
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BIENCA
SEA-i® from Bienca is a natural antimicrobial system for the food

•T
 o protect food against microbial spoilage with high efficiency

industry. These are natural preservatives based on the science of

• Based on the “Lactoperoxidase System (LPS)” which, as such, can now

natural enzymatic systems to protect fresh products against undesirable

be replicated in a stable form to be added during the food processing.

microbial development.

• By adding the SEA-i® to a food product, its enzymes create a series
of biochemical reactions that damage microorganisms present in

The safest and most efficient natural preservative or antimicrobial

food and make them unable to multiply, absorb nutrients or release

system in nature:

metabolites.
•A
 pplications: dairy industry, liquid eggs, poultry, sauces & dressings.

Avenue Reine Astrid 262
7180 Seneffe
T: +32 64 55 55 61
contact@bienca.com
www.bienca.com

Martine
MEURENS
Sales Manager
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MEXICO
BNP PARIBAS FORTIS
BNP Paribas Fortis (www.bnpparibasfortis.com) offers the Belgian

Paribas was one of the founders of Banco Nacional de Mexico (Banamex),

market a comprehensive package of financial services for private

one of Mexico’s largest banks, at the end of the 19th century, and stayed

individuals, the self-employed, professionals, SMEs and public

as a minority shareholder until the nationalization of the banking system

organisations. In the insurance sector, BNP Paribas Fortis works closely

in 1982. Our Representative Office dates back to 1966. Since then BNP

with Belgian market leader AG Insurance. The bank also provides

Paribas has played an important role in financing Mexico´s development

wealthy individuals, corporations and public and financial institutions

into the 21st century. BNP Paribas offers a wide range of financial and

with custom solutions for which it can draw on BNP Paribas’ know-how

advisory services to its clients in Mexico including large corporates,

and international network.

public institutions and financial institutions.

Montagne du Parc 3
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 565 91 51
www.bnpparibasfortis.com

Florence
HAECK
Director Export
Finance Benelux
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Francisco
HERNANDEZ
Managing Director –
Country Head BNP
Paribas Mexico
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BROUWERIJ CORNELISSEN
Brewery Cornelissen is a 6th generation Belgian 100% family owned

beers with water from our own water source 200m below the surface

traditional brewery. The brewery was established in the early 1800’s and

of the brew hall. And we can guarantee our quality for at least another

since 160 years, 1859, located on exact the same location in the small

160 years.

village of Opitter (province of Limburg) where the brewery is today still
brewing all their beers.

Cornelissen, a sixth generation headstrong Belgian true craft brewery.

Call us stubborn. But we are still a family with strong values. We still
brew our beers ourselves. We still use copper kettles and brew all our

Itterplein 19
3960 Bree
T: +32 89 86 47 11
info@brouwerijcornelissen.be
www.brouwerijcornelissen.be

Mike
WILDEMEERSCH
Export Manager
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MEXICO
BROUWERIJ DE BLOCK
Brewery De Block is an authentic, family-run brewery, located in
Merchtem (Belgium).
The brewery was founded by Louis De Block in 1887, and we’ve been
brewing Belgian traditional beers ever since.
So... a long brewing tradition ties the past to the present. Today, our
beers are loved by such a great deal of connoisseurs all over the world...
and this makes our job worth to do.

Nieuwbaan 92
1785 Merchtem
T: +32 52 37 21 59
info@satanbeer.com
www.brewerydeblock.com

Robin
VANHOVE
Export Manager
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BROUWERIJ DE HALVE MAAN
Since 1856, De Halve Maan Brewery has been owned by the family Maes-

than 130 000 visitors from all over the world. The visitors are introduced

Vanneste. Currently, the 6th generation (Xavier Vanneste) is managing

into the famous world of Belgian Beer, and the rich history of the

the brewery. In 2005, the brewery was restarted with the launch of

brewery. Recently, the brewery was also in the press with its innovative

“Brugse Zot”, that became the most famous brand of the brewery. Since

and world’s first beer pipeline project. The pipeline is a visionary project

then, the brewery has probably been one of the fastest growing Belgian

that enables the brewery to continue the growth on its original premises

breweries, with an annual double-digit growth. The brewery, located in

and improve the livability of the brewery for the environment.

the historical heart of the Brugean city center, receives every year more

Walplein 26
8000 Brugge
T: +32 50 44 42 22
xavier.vanneste@halvemaan.be
www.halvemaan.be

Xavier
VANNESTE
Managing Director

Dan
MEEUS
Director Mexico
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MEXICO
BROUWERIJ VERHAEGHE VICHTE
Brewery Verhaeghe Vichte is a family-owned Brewery in the southwest

borders, the consumer prefers more and more beers of high quality

of the province of West Flanders, Belgium. The history of the brewery

with a unique identity. The commercial success of the “Duchesse de

dates back to 1885.

Bourgogne” beer, is the best proof: The Duchesse de Bourgogne is a red
brown of West Flanders, matured in oak casks and is brewed according

The Verhaeghe brewery feels itself confirmed in its earlier choice : a little

to an ancient method that is geographically linked with the southwest of

less, but better. Not only in Belgium, but also far outside the Belgian

the province of West Flanders.

Sint-Dierikserf 1
8570 Anzegem
T: +32 56 77 70 32
info@brouwerijverhaeghe.be
www.brouwerijverhaeghe.be

Amaury
KERVYN D’OUD
MOOREGHEM
Export Manager
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BROUWERIJEN ALKEN-MAES BRASSERIES
Alken-Maes Breweries is the winning innovator on the Belgian beer

green and renewable energy. As brewers, we market and position our

market with lager beers such as Maes and Cristal and craft and variety

beers responsibly and actively engage with consumers on moderate and

beers such as Mort Subite, Affligem, Hapkin, Judas and Ciney. We

sensible consumption.

are also the leading Belgian brewer for non-alcoholic beer, offering
consumers our new and international award winning Maes 0.0%.

Alken-Maes consists of three breweries in Alken, Opwijk and Kobbegem
and three distribution platforms in Mechelen, Wellen and Middelkerke.

Our heart lies with brewing authentic, quality Belgian-style beers. We

Alken-Maes was acquired by Heineken in 2008 and currently employs

do so through an increasingly sustainable brewing process. We focus

around 470 FTE.

on reducing CO2 emissions, increasing water efficiency and boosting

Blarenberglaan 3C bus 2
2800 Mechelen
T: +32 15 30 90 11
info@alken-maes.com
www.alken-maes.com

Johan
DU BOIS
Export Manager
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MEXICO
BRUGSE BEER
The legend of the Brugse Beer (Bear of Bruges) starts back in time,

We offer a distinct authentic and luxurious Belgian beer. Three varieties

when one brave hero, Baldwin the first, stood up to a ferocious bear

(6-9-12 ABV) are bottled with real gold and platinum labels. We have

threatening his beautiful countess. He pierced the beast’s heart with

developed into perfection every detail in taste and appearance to serve

his lance defending her life and created the base for a legend as old as

you one of the best beers of Belgium. Our family recipe, over a century

the city of Bruges itself. The story was forgotten over the years but was

old, has been kept unchanged and guarantees the long lasting history of

brought back to life with the launch of Brugse Beer.

Belgian Beers. This Brute Blond has always been brewed the traditional
way providing the world with the taste of Belgian authenticity.
Are you ready for the Bear?

Korte Vuldersstraat 31
8000 Brugge
T: +32 479 89 04 96
stephane.kolijn@brugsebeer.be
www.brugse.beer

Stephane
KOLIJN
CEO
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Grachila
MIRELA
International
Development
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BY-CAST
By-Cast is a private company and world leader in the market of the cast
iron air preheaters. Our trade mark is DEKA. We supplied to all large
refineries and a lot of chemical plants all over the globe. The last 3 years
we entered successfully other markets, especially the market of steam
boilers.

Kanaalweg 77
3980 Tessenderlo
T: +32 13 66 26 51
aph@by-cast.com
www.by-cast.com

Patrick
BIJNENS
Commercial Director
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MEXICO
CAULIER SUGAR FREE
Caulier Sugar Free SA is Belgium’s premium craft beer brand with

Our natural and secret processes allow us to make the best low carb

historical roots that go back to 1842 when Caulier created the Perle

beer in Belgium, and probably the world. Extra tasty, extra fit with no

28. We honour the iconic Perle 28 logo by producing beers that will

residual sugars, added sugars, colouring or preservatives: our beers are

never compromise quality and are dedicated to beer enthusiasts and

a pleasant surprise. Apart from their extraordinary flavour, they contain

specialized bars throughout the world. Out lots are produced in 140 HL

30% less calories than other similar beers. This is the result of our

at a time using the finest ingredients and are bottled and labeled from

secret manufacturing process and our passion for craft beer.

origin making our beer exclusive by nature, not by design. The most
authentic beer and respect for original recipes: that is our goal; that is

We are proud to serve our beers in México, a country rich in flavours and

why we have more than three international awards, and we’re going for

culture where our beers will surely find a place.

more.

Rue Jean Burgers 23
7850 Enghien
T: +32 68 44 58 70
info@brasserie28.be
www.brasserie28.be

Jeronimo
PEREZ COREA
Director Mexico
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CHRISAL
In 2006, Chrisal started developing high-quality probiotic cleaning

Chrisal has grown to be the leading global producer of high-quality

agents. Probiotic cleaning is a true global revolution in sustainable

probiotic cleaning and personal care products. Chrisal exports to more

cleaning and hygiene. It is THE solution for all kinds of problems caused

than 58 countries.

by years of misusing chemical cleaning agents and disinfectants.
Probiotic products (PIP) are completely safe for people and animals, as

Scientific studies increasingly confirm the necessity and importance of

well as being good for the environment (Ecobenefit) and highly effective.

probiotic hygiene, especially in hospitals where the problem of super
resistant bacteria is hitting hardest.

Priester Daensstraat 9
3920 Lommel
T: +32 11 54 80 00
info@chrisal.be
www.chrisal.be

Robin
TEMMERMAN
CEO

Mauricio
COSTA LADEIRA
Export Manager
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MEXICO
CINIONIC
Cinionic is transforming cinema, providing comprehensive WOW

Cinionic is a joint venture among Barco, Appotronics, and CFG, with

entertainment solutions to movie exhibitors across the globe. We help

offices in the United States, Belgium, Hong Kong and Mexico.

turn imagination into reality and ensure peace of mind for our customers
by offering innovative services and flexible use of capital for a new era.

Visit www.cinionic.com and follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook or

Combining the technology expertise and heritage of our partners,

YouTube for more info.

Cinionic powers exceptional experiences across the entire theater to
engage visitors at multiple touchpoints in their cinema journey.

Beneluxpark(Kor) 21
8500 Kortrijk
T: +32 56 23 32 11
letstalk@cinionic.com
www.cinionic.com

Wim
BUYENS
CEO
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Ivan
CANNAU
Executive Vice
President, Americas
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CLINIQUES UNIVERSITAIRES SAINT LUC
Chronic diseases such as diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, renal

ambulatory care centers integrating mobile health technologies, point

failure, cancer or viral infections such as HIV-AIDS and chronic hepatitis

of care testing and digital applications, for a better prevention, diagnosis

are associated with high morbidity and mortality and contribute to a very

and monitoring of chronic diseases. The inclusion of point of care

important part of health expenditure in Europe. The prevalence of chronic

devices is driven by ISO standards and the development of our digital

diseases is increasing and optimizing the monitoring of patients with

application is user centric, interoperable and multifunctional. City-labs

chronic diseases is a major challenge for Europe. Recently, the important

could also represent additional support for dynamic care pathways,

role of primary healthcare, integrated into the community, providing

education of health care professionals on mobile health technologies

the necessary link with the more specialized services of hospitals was

and multidisciplinary interactions.

emphasized. Our solution, city-labs, represents a new generation of

Avenue Hippocrate 10
1200 Brussels
T: +32 2 764 67 47
damien.gruson@uclouvain.be
www.saintluc.be

Damien
GRUSON
Head of the
department of clinical
chemistry
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MEXICO
COCKERILL MAINTENANCE & INGENIERIE - SECTOR ENERGY
Headquartered in Belgium and founded in 1817, CMI Energy is a global

CMI Energy is a developer and supplier of thermal solar receivers for

leader in the design, supply, assembly and commissioning of Heat

high concentrated solar thermal power stations. This CMI technology

Recovery Steam Generators (HRSGs) for combined cycle power plants,

using molten salts enables energy storage. CMI Energy also acts as an

for cogeneration, integrated solar combined cycles and industrial

EPC for energy storage solutions with batteries connected to photo-

applications. 15 CMI HRSGs are installed in Mexico.

voltaic panels.

CMI Energy has a workshop in Monterry (Mexico) with around 50 cmi
workers for bundles and pressure parts fabrication.

Finally CMI Energy proposes green solutions in the field of hydrogen
production.

CMI Energy provides high quality technical expertise for steam boilers
of all brands.

Avenue Greiner 1
4100 Seraing
T: +32 4 330 25 79
hrs@cmigroupe.com
www.cmigroupe.com

Jean-Luc
Maurange
CEO CMI
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Jean-Michel
GHEERAERDTS
Executive President
Energy
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COCKERILL MAINTENANCE & INGENIERIE - SECTOR ENVIRONMENT
Customized overall solutions to support environmental performance CMI

The know-how and expertise of CMI ENVIRONMENT in the entire

ENVIRONMENT makes its expertise and innovative capacity available to

environmental field enable it to meet all the needs of communities and

design complete, customized environmental solutions for water, air and

industrialists in all sectors, by constantly adapting to the local economic

waste treatment and energy efficiency:

and regulatory constraints.
CMI ENVIRONMENT is able to intervene at any project level, from design

• Industrial and municipal water treatment;

to commissioning. The solutions apply to existing or new facilities.

• Preventive and curative industrial and tertiary water treatment

CMI ENVIRONMENT is established in Belgium, France, Hungary and the

solutions;

United States. It relies on the worldwide network of the CMI Group to

• Corrosive, harmful and odorous waste gas treatment;

provide its expertise on all five continents.

• Solid waste treatment: biomass, activated carbon (multiple hearth
furnaces and straight furnaces – The Nesa Solution®);
• Energy efficiency solutions (hydro-electric, biomethanization, support
for energy efficiency, reference trainers for Afnor).
Avenue Greiner 1
4100 Seraing
T: +32 4 330 25 79
hrs@cmigroupe.com
www.cmigroupe.com

Jean-Luc
Maurange
CEO CMI

Michel
BOYER
Vice President Business
Development & Marketing
CMI INDUSTRY Metals
BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSION
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MEXICO
COCKERILL MAINTENANCE & INGENIERIE - SECTOR INDUSTRY
CMI Industry Metals, belongs to 200 years old CMI group. CMI Industry

•R
 eheating furnaces for slabs, blooms and billets

Metals is present in all major growth regions in the world and in Mexico

• Cold rolling mills and elongation control machines: Reversible Cold

through the local entity of CMI Energy.

Mills, Tandem Cold Mills, Tension Levellers, Skin pass mills etc..

The unique combination of CMI’s engineering companies’ know-how

Our key value offer is to provide innovative solutions focused on

& worldwide experience underpins its reputation as a leading global

equipment performance:

supplier to the metals industry.

• Reliable and cost-effective, yet innovative solutions always adapted to

The portfolio of CMI Industry Metals includes Project Financing, Project

the specific needs of each and every customer.

management, design, Global sourcing & execution, Global manufacturing

•
Comprehensive management of equipment & lines, from design

& assembly, supervision of erection & commissioning, Global servicing

to commissioning of facilities, but also their transformation and

& spares, Automation & Technology Control, KH transfer & technical
assistance for:

modernization.
• Technical assistance and support to its customers through training,

•
Single and dual process lines: annealing, galvanizing, painting,

expert services and remote assistance.

pickling…
Avenue Greiner 1
4100 Seraing
T: +32 4 330 20 15
industry@cmigroupe.com
www.cmigroupe.com

Jean-Luc
MAURANGE
CEO CMI
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João Felix
DA SILVA
President CMI
INDUSTRY
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Michel
BOYER
Vice President
Business Development
& Marketing CMI
INDUSTRY Metals

COSUCRA GROUP WARCOING
Cosucra has been processing natural ingredients since 1852. But we are

Our product range :

not just a supplier. We partner with our customers, providing market

Fibruline® range - Chicory inulin, Fibrulose® range - Chicory

expertise, extensive clinical research, and experience in regulatory

oligofructose, Pisane® range - Pea protein isolate, Swelite® range -

affairs to help them improve existing products and develop new ones.

Pea fibre, Exafine® range - Pea hull fibre, Nastar® range - Pea native

Partnerships with more than 400 food manufacturers and more than

starch.

1,000 product references worldwide demonstrate that Cosucra works
alongside clients from idea to launch and from seed to food.

Rue de la Sucrerie 1
7740 Warcoing
T: +32 69 44 66 00
sales@cosucra.com
www.cosucra.com

Eric
BOSLY
Commercial Director
Cosucra Group
Warcoing

Frank
TRUONG
General Manager
Cosucra Inc. USA,
Canada & Mexico
BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSION
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MEXICO
CREDENDO
Credendo is a European trade credit insurance group that covers your
risks worldwide. We are active in all segments of trade credit insurance:
from tailor-made risk cover to easier access to trade financing.
•
Belgian export credit agency services: promoting Belgian exports,
imports and investments abroad with medium- and long-term trade
credit and political risk insurance, financial guarantees and direct
financing.

• Single risk: covering your single contract or single buyer risks up to 7
years in more than 160 countries.
• Excess of loss: covering exceptional and unforeseeable risks of your
turnover receivables.
• Top-up cover: adding capacity to the credit limits of a short-term trade
credit insurance policy.
•S
 urety: issuing contractual and legal bonds.

•
Whole turnover short-term credit insurance: providing flexible
insurance policies with approved credit limits and a risk period of less
than 2 years, worldwide, even in complex risk environments.

Rue Montoyer 3
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 788 87 76
businessdevelopment-eca@credendo.com
www.credendo.com

Mireille
JANSSENS
Business Development
Specialist
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DELY WAFELS
Dely Wafels is a Belgian family owned company created in 2001 that

in a toaster are enough to enjoy a warm waffle for breakfast, afternoon

produces premium quality frozen Brussels waffles and Toaster waffles

snack or dessert.

made with the best ingredients in accordance with an authentic and
traditional recipe.

Dely Wafels exports more than 90% of its production to Europe, the USA
and Asia and offers customized solutions for the foodservice and retail

The Brussels waffle is a true Belgian delicacy, part of our national

sector.

culinary heritage, recognizable due to its light texture, crispy outside
and soft inside.

Dely Wafels combines tradition and innovation to bring its customers the
best quality and adapts its star product to meet new consumer habits.

The major advantage of our products, except that they are delicious and

In order to assure our customers of the sturdiness of our quality system,

come in different recipes, shapes and sizes, is that they are ready in

Dely Wafels is BRC certified.

record time: only 3 minutes in a pre-heated oven at 220°C or 2 minutes

Rue de l’Abattoir 33
7700 Mouscron
T: +32 56 34 08 80
info@dely.be
www.dely.be

Davy
VAN POUCKE
CEO
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MEXICO
DESOBRY
Produces:

•T
 op quality ingredients

• Over 40 different biscuits: UNIQUE IN EUROPE

• N°1 in retailer blind tests: taste, texture & visual, implicating a high

• 280 different SKUS

intent to repurchase

• Premium selections with Innovative biscuit varieties and flavors.

Our strategy:

• Different assortment options: monoproducts, biscuits assortments,

•P
 remium quality biscuits (confirmed by retailers taste panels)

individually wrapped biscuits.

•A
 ttractive packaging

• Upscale presentation.

• Innovation

• Mono packs and assorted packs

•L
 abeling «Made in Belgium - Real Belgian chocolate»

• Embossed and colorful tins

• Worldwide distribution (Europe, North America, Latin America, Asia,

• Gift boxes

Australia)

• 60% Private label / 40% Desobry branded

•F
 lexible and effective structure

Desobry positioning:

•T
 op of the art automated production and packing facilities

• 100% Belgian

•B
 RC & IFS certifications – Top level.

• Pure BELGIAN chocolate (100% cacao butter; no vegetable oil)

•N
 AFNAC (no artificial flavorings, colors nor preservatives)
Rue du Vieux Colombier 1
7500 Tournai
T: +32 69 89 17 50
info@desobry.be
www.desobry.be

Dimitri
VAN MEERBEECK
Sales Director
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Diana
RUIZ
Export Sales Manager
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DHOLLANDIA
The company was founded in 1968, in Belsele, by Omer Dhollander and

We are a niche player, and in this niche we are one of the biggest world

his wife. He started first with installing tail lifts from a German brand,

players.

than quickly went to assembling his owned tail lift brand which he
baptised “DHOLLANDIA” – as he saw the market was growing for this..

Our intention is to grow the company organically by investing more in the

It is now lead through his 2 children Jan Dhollander and Nancy

North-American market the coming years – we started distributing our

Dhollander, second generation, who build out the company with service

tail lifts in Mexico through our fully owned distribution company in 2015,

and selling points

based in Monterrey. Today we have service points all over Mexico but are
still looking to extend our network and relation to become the nr 1 brand

In 65 countries and production facilities in 5 countries. Besides tail lifts

in Mexico – especially for cassette lifts and disabled lifts it is important

for trucks and vans, we also make lifts for disabled people.

to have the right contacts.

Gentstraat 49
9111 Sint Niklaas
T: +32 9 349 06 92
nancy.dhollander@dhollandia.be
www.dhollandia.com

Nancy
DHOLLANDER
General Director

Pol
DERIE
Commercial Director
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MEXICO
DINA CONSULTING & TRADING
DiNa Consulting & Trading has 3 main activities: Forwarding, Consulting
and Trading.
• Forwarding for Geodis (General cargo and Project cargo) and Lancaster
(Food and Beverage).
• Consulting: advising companies on logistics and transportation needs.
Offer on board Courier service.
• Trading: promoting your product during Belgian Missions if you cannot
participate yourself.

Dennenlaan 8
2580 Putte
T: +32 475 72 05 29
dina@dina-consulting.com
www.dina-consulting.com

Dirk
CEULEMANS
CEO
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DIRTY MONITOR
The Belgium based company Dirty Monitor is an enthusiastic creative

Our team is composed of multidisciplinary professionals and artists,

studio, pioneer in the field of content conception and production for video

all coming from different fields, ranging from architecture to graphic

mapping and projections.

design, a wealth of ideas and skills, an essential source for impressive
and memorable productions.

Since our creation in 2004, we’ve managed to become a reference for 3D
Video Mapping, VJing, and Digital Art. Over the years, the company has

We strive to create what has never been seen before, because our

gained an international reputation, thanks to its fruitful collaboration

client needs are as unique as we are. Our mission: Enhancing without

with renowned directors, agencies, brands and other great names from

distorting.

the events industry. Live performances, installations, product launches,
celebrations, inaugurations, parties... Whatever the desired atmosphere,
structures or surfaces are, we offer the audience a unique visual and
immersive experience.

Quai Arthur Rimbaud 10
6000 Charleroi
T: +32 71 18 11 57
info@dirtymonitor.com
www.dirtymonitor.com

Arnaud
MEULEMEESTER
Business Developer
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MEXICO
DOGSTUDIO
Dogstudio is a multi-award-winning, beer-loving Belgian digital agency.
Our middle-sized team of passionate individuals are quality-driven.
We are designers, developers, toy benders, music fanatics, party
harders, moms, dads, freaks and nerds. We respect a qualitydriven
approach. We proudly work with Microsoft, The Museum of Science
and Industry in Chicago, The Kennedy Center in Washington, Dragone,
Quanta Magazine, KIKK Festival, etc. We have offices in Belgium and
Chicago.

Rue de l’évêché 10
5000 Namur
T: +32 81 65 77 42
info@dogstudio.be
www.dogstudio.be

Gilles
BAZELAIRE
CEO
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DONOVIC
Donovic (since 2002) is a Belgian based family business based in
the beautiful city of Bruges. Our main focus is spreading worldwide
happiness in every home through Belgian Design.
Pomme-Pidou stands for a collection of Belgian designed colourful
ceramic moneybanks and decorative objects. A perfect gift and a great
way to decorate your home and put a smile on everyone’s face. PommePidou is your absolute smilemaker!

Pathoekeweg 9B unit 11
8000 Brugge
T: +32 50 32 22 50
info@donovic.be
www.pomme-pidou.be

Vincent
COELEMBIER
General Manager

Karolien
SOENEN
Creative Director
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MEXICO
DREDGING INTERNATIONAL
Dredging International is an operating company of the DEME Group.

of experience in its core dredging and land reclamation activities and

The Belgian dredging and hydraulic engineering group DEME has

hydraulic engineering and executed major works of marine engineering

won a prominent position on the world market in a number of highly

infrastructure such as new ports, waterways, airports, artificial islands,

specialized and complex hydraulic disciplines. The company fosters

residential and recreational areas, industrial areas, roads, bridges etc

a strong innovative approach and has been a pioneer in technical

on all continents.

innovation throughout its history. The Group has almost 175 years

Scheldedijk 30
2070 Zwijndrecht
T: +32 3 250 52 11
info.deme@deme-group.com
www.deme-group.com

Wouter
BORGHIJS
Deputy Area Director
Americas
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Pieter
VAN DER AVERT
Resident Manager
Mexico
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DROPER
Mahusaca produces the Droper, an infusion pump using mechanical
compression only and allowing constant drip flow. No energy supply
needed (no batteries, no electricity). Made of hard materials, Droper
can be used in various situations (battle fields, caving, collapsed
buildings, mountain rescues…).It makes patient transfers easier, saves
one electric plug during transport, prevents altitude impact. Walking
infusion is possible for valid patients. Droper works anywhere in energy
supply failures (Earthquakes, Tsunamis, Tornadoes …). Portable - No
maintenance – Energy Free – Low daily usage cost.

Lieu dit «Maison Bois» 1
4877 Olne
T: +32 87 26 95 24
info@droper.be
www.droper.be

Thomas
SPEE
Export Director

Felipe
CASTANEDA
Sales Manager Mexico
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MEXICO
D-TEACH
D-Teach stands for Distance Teaching and offers personalized online

D-Teach focuses on 3 steps for people on the move:

learning via virtual classes and experienced teachers. All you need is

1. Before departure: help with language courses for learning foreign

a webcam, a device and the Internet. D-Teach is a bridge organization
between Belgium and abroad and enables rapid integration into the
local or foreign life for families who move. D-Teach is currently the only
organization that offers complete online distance education in Belgium.
Our customers are expats and impats from young children to adults.

languages;
2. During stay abroad: help to keep in touch with the Dutch language and
Flemish Belgian culture;
3. Return to country: help with tutoring for diverse courses and tailored
lessons

Franklin Rooseveltlaan 347 bus G
9000 Ghent
T: +32 479 65 24 63
info@d-teach.com
www.d-teach.com

Lieselot
DECLERCQ
CEO
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ELOY WATER
In business since 1965, the Belgian company ELOY WATER specializes

ELOY WATER draws on the roots of the ELOY GROUP, values that guide

in wastewater treatment and rainwater harvesting for both households,

its business: respect, involvement, agility, team spirit, and continuous

small and large communities.

improvement.

All their products are designed, built, distributed and maintained using

ELOY WATER’s network of distributors and specialized partners, with

exclusive, cutting-edge industrial processes.

a presence in 23 countries, offers their customers technical and sales
support wherever they are.

Eloy Water provides prefabricated and Plug & Play solutions that:
• Stay under budget;
• Are easy to install, operate, and maintain;
• Are study and built to last;
• Take less time to install.

Rue des Spinettes 7
4140 Sprimont
T: +32 4 382 44 00
info@eloywater.be
www.eloywater.be

Thomas
DUBOIS
Area Sales Manager
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MEXICO
ENGIE
Engie serves daily as a global player of energy transition and architect
of smart cities through its renewable energy services, decentralized
electricity generation, distribution and transport of natural gas,
sustainable mobility and energy efficiency in synergy with its 3D strategy:
decarbonization, decentralization and digitalization in more than 70
countries where it operates.

Boulevard Simon Bolivar 34
1000 Brussels
T: + 52 (55) 5 284 40 00
contacto@engie.com
www.engie.com

Jacques
DE T’SERCLAES
Chief Executive Officer
ENGIE Factory Mexico
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Jean-Philippe
CHAUSSIN
B2T Senior Manager
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Angela Maria
GUTIERREZ
Administrative
Support & Business
Developer Mexico

EPO INTERNATIONAL CREATIVE CONSULTANCY
EPO-ICC is a corporate strategy agency promoting the «e-Trust™»

The e-Trust™ methodology is transversal and complementary to

methodology which is a proprietary methodology* of Strategy &

strategic management tools such as Norton & Kaplan’s Balance Score

Corporate Development.

Card.

e-Trust™ aims to support and assist a business owner (or a project

EPO-ICC offers Corporate Strategy management, Seminars,

leader) in defining and communicating his /her Corporate Strategy and

and training, Support and decision support software (in progress).

what it is undertaken.
* e-Trust™ was the subject of a deposit in intellectual property with OIP
e-Trust™ also appears to be a new tool of innovation and creativity,

in 2010.

adapted to the contemporary challenges of communication and
leadership in the digital age.

Jaune Voie 42
5100 Namur
T: +32 477 20 57 71
scs.epo@gmail.com

Eric
POSKIN
CEO
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MEXICO
E-POINT
e-Point, a software company active in the e-health market, specializes
in back-end services (cloud services) and clinical data visualization
systems for chronic disease management. It strives to create a clear,
understandable and an unique visualization of data from point of care
devices. The data are collected by wireless devices and patients report
and give feedback through online questionnaires. Functionalities also
include interfaces for professional clinicians’ feedback, so the telemonitoring processes can be adjusted and refined.

Koleneind 24
3930 Hamont-Achel
T: +32 11 72 08 08
ronny.broekx@gmail.com
www.sense-garden.com

Ronny
BROEKX
CEO
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ESTIA SYNERGIE - GROUPE BEREA SOTRAD INTERNATIONAL
Our mission is to implement innovative and sustainable solutions in

We have innovational and green solution like Pump and drink Solaire®,

clean energy, safe water management and road networks throughout

Pumping solar solutions, and NovoCrete®, an environmentally friendly

the world. Berea Sotrad International (BSI) by Estia Synergie offers

system used for soil stabilisation.

useful energy infrastructures and our firm provides services including
the conception, manufacturing, installation and maintenance of our
products.

Boulevard Louis Schmidt 24
1040 Brussels
T: +32 2 346 80 19
info@bereasotrad.com
www.estiasynergie.com

Alexandre
KARAZIWAN
Financial Director

Elodie
KARAZIWAN
Project Manager

Frederico
NUNES SILVA
Project Manager
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MEXICO
ETS SIMONIS
Family business specialized in rubber regenerated for more than 80

We offer a compacted product that facilitates transport and storage.

years.
Applications: Solid tires, rubber bucket, stops, ...
Our main product: FRRC - Fiber Reinforced Rubber Compounds
A high quality semi-finished product

We are also in the business of non-vulcanized rubber compounds that
we sell on different forms (ZZ, bulk or chopped). This recycled product

Thanks to years of experience in granulation, our process keeps the

allows our customers to lower their production costs.

fibres intact, they do not break and they give a product of high resistance.
We have studied the best granulation to make it easier to mix. We
propose 2 qualities (prime and general) and 2 different granulations (10
and 25 mm).

Avenue André Ernst 19
4800 Verviers
T: +32 4 362 91 22
info@simonisrubber.com
www.simonisrubber.com

Lydie-Marie
DETREMBLEUR
Business developer
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EVS BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT
EVS is globally recognized as the technology leader for live video

The company is headquartered in Belgium with offices in Europe, the

production. The company introduced Live Slow Motion replay in 1994,

Middle East, Asia, North and Latin America, and provides sales and

and has continued to build on its reputation for quality and reliability

technical support to more than 100 countries. EVS is a public company

with solutions that enhance live sports, entertainment and news

traded on Euronext Brussels: EVS, ISIN: BE0003820371. For more

content. Innovations – such as the C-Cast multimedia platform and DYVI

information, please visit www.evs.com.

IT-based switcher – are raising the bar for live production enrichment,
management and distribution. Broadcasters, rights owners, producers
and venues alike use EVS to maximize the value of their productions and
increase revenue streams.

Rue Bois St Jean 13
4102 Seraing
T: +32 4 361 70 00
info@evs.com
www.evs.com

Quentin
GRUTMAN
Senior Vice President
The Americas

Alfredo
CABRERA
VP Sales Latam
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MEXICO
EXTENSE PHARMA
Established in Belgium, Extense Pharma is specialized since 10

Our products are a way to prolong heath and a good quality of life and

years in research and development, production and distribution of

well being.

health supporting products such as nutritional supplements, dietetic
products, products for wellness and for the medical sector. Our products

We are a proactive and innovative partner able to create ready to use, tasty

have been developed to be healthy, safe, efficient, convenient, easy to use

and healthy food and snacks meeting the most stringent specifications

and tasty.

according to each specific country regulations.

Chaussée de Louvain 431
1380 Lasne
info@extense-pharma.be
www.extense-pharma.be

Christel
WULLAERT
CEO
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EYESEE
EyeSee is one of the fastest growing behavioral research companies in

purposes, respondents use their own devices (computers and mobile

the world, based in New York, Antwerp, Paris, and Belgrade. We use

phones), thus cutting down time, costs, and enabling testing on a global

fast and cost effective remote behavioral methods in combination with

scale.

conventional to unlock next level consumer insights with the highest
predictive value.

Our teams conduct studies in more than 40 countries. We had the
privilege to work with global brands in a myriad of industries, some of

Through highly effective methods such as online eye tracking, facial

which are Johnson & Johnson, Twitter, Microsoft, Viacom, Nestlé, and

coding, virtual shopping, and survey, we measure the impact of shopper

many others.

marketing, advertising, digital solutions, and innovations. For research

Franklin Rooseveltlaan 349/B.71
9000 Ghent
T: +32 9 265 20 62
info@eyesee-research.com
www.eyesee-research.com

Olivier
TILLEUIL
CEO
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MEXICO
GALLER CHOCOLATIER
The Galler Chocolatiers was founded in 1976 by Jean Galler with the

chocolate), marzipans etc. and flavours: praline, raspberry, coconut,

Passion for Chocolate, Pride in Perfection and Constant Creativity, which

coffee, biscuit etc. and many more!

remains the same for over 30 years.
Jean Galler’s distinctive and original Chocolate world of chocolate is
Our products are made exclusively using premium quality, natural

appreciated all around the world and sold in prestigious stores as well

ingredients: we do not use preservatives, colourings, or any hydrogenated

as via Belgian supermarket distribution. Jean Galler has also owned his

vegetable oil. We also offer such a choice of product ranges: large and

own global network of boutiques (Belgium, France, Japan, Middle East

small bars, pralines, spreads, Cat’s tongues (cartoon cats moulded from

etc.).

Rue de la Station 39
4051 Vaux-Sous-Chèvrement
T: +32 4 367 22 11
ventas@chocolatesgaller.com
www.galler.com

Thibaud
MARIAGE
Sales Manager
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Florent
HARDY
Business Development
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GASEO CONSULTING
Gaseo Consulting was created in July 2018 by Bernard Bekaert after
he closed down C4U Trade International and joined Petredec as main
customer as support for the recently started Petrochemical Desk.

Dorpstraat 591
3061 Bertem
T: +32 470 737 140
bernardbekaert@petredec.co.uk

Bernard
BEKAERT
Managing Director
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MEXICO
GEDIMEX
Gedimex is a Belgian company, founded in 1991 and specialised
in exports of frozen products for food service and retail as well as
dehydrated ingredients for food industries worldwide.
We undertake the entire export activity on behalve of medium sized
production units, so that an added value is offered to both manufacturer
and customers. Fair trade, based on mutual respect and transparency
are the basis for long term cooperation, which is the main target.

Bergelen 77
8560 Wevelgem
T: +32 56 42 29 94
gdm@gedimex.com
www.gedimex.com

Geert
DEMEESTER
Export Manager
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GLOBALL CONCEPT
20 years of “Bright ideas for luminous partnerships”.

exclusive solutions in order to meet the specific needs and requirements

Since its creation in 1996, Globall concept has become an international

of our clients. Each proposal is tailor-made with a story behind it and

player in illuminations and festive decoration. Expert in designing,

each of the elements are linked together by a singular concept.

manufacturing, distributing and installing lighting and decorative items
worldwide, Globall concept has developed a magical range of products.

Design skills, superior products and logistics expertise are all under the
same umbrella in order to provide the best result. Make the visitors live

Globall concept is in charge of the creation and the installation of year-

a sensory experience and make shopkeepers happy are for us the main

end projects in shopping malls all over the world. Thanks to our own

goals of the Christmas story that we create in a shopping mall.

unique design, manufacturing and logistic facilities we are able to provide

Rue buisson aux Loups 7
1400 Nivelles
T: +32 67 87 87 50
info@globallconcept.com
www.globallconcept.com

Thierry
LEWALLE
Managing Director
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MEXICO
GRASSMASTER SOLUTIONS
Pioneer in hybrid pitches since 1989, GrassMaster, previously known

For almost 30 years, the biggest names in the world of stadiums and

as Desso GrassMaster, a division of Tarkett Sports, was developed to

clubs use the hybrid technology of GrassMaster Solutions: Azteka

reinforce the durability and lifespan of natural grass pitches for sports

stadium Mexico City, Estudiantes de la Plata, Cruz Azul, Real Madrid, FC

such as football, rugby and American football. GrassMaster is a 100%

Barcelona, Manchester United, Manchester City, Arsenal FC, Chelsea FC,

natural grass pitch which is reinforced by polypropylene (PP) fibres

Wembley Stadium, San Siro Milan, Amsterdam Arena, Ajax Amsterdam,

injected by computer-controlled machines. The GrassMaster system

PSG, Olympique Marseille, Olympique Lyonnais, Stade de France, New

guarantees optimal playing characteristics during intense and heavy use

England Patriots, …and +700 more customers.

with a proven lifespan of more than 15 years.

Since 2004 FIFA, UEFA and World Cup Rugby events have used

The lay and play system PlayMaster, launched in 2016 by Tarkett Sports

GrassMaster to ensure all stakeholders with a worry free pitch quality

is a carpet-based hybrid grass system that can be installed on site as

system.

well as grown in sods. It is developed especially to meet the need for a
quick installation and an instant operational availability.

Robert Ramlotstraat 89
9200 Dendermonde
T: +32 52 26 24 11
yvesdecocker@pitchtec.com
www.tarkettsports.com

Yves
DE COCKER
Tarkett Sports Hybrid
Grass Director
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GSK
GSK – one of the world’s leading research-based pharmaceutical and

such as hepatitis A, hepatitis B, diphtheria, tetanus, whooping cough,

healthcare companies – is committed to improving the quality of human

measles, mumps, rubella, polio, typhoid, influenza and bacterial

life by enabling people to do more, feel better and live longer.

meningitis. Globally, GSK has more than 16 000 people (including 9.000
in Belgium) working to deliver more than 2 (2.3) million vaccines every

GSK is one of the world’s leading vaccine companies, involved in

day, to people in 166 countries.

vaccine research, development and production. GSK has 14 vaccines in
development and our broad portfolio of 41 vaccines prevents illnesses

For further information, please visit www.gsk.com.

Avenue Fleming 20
1300 Wavre
T: +32 2 656 89 04
pascal.lizin@gsk.com
www.gsk.com

Sean
REILLY
General Manager

Pascal
LIZIN
Director External
Affairs

Yolanda
CERVANTES
Vaccines Medical
Director

Angélica
QUINTERO
Vaccines Franchise
Manager

Claudia
RODRIGUEZ
Commercial Director –
Public /Institutional
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MEXICO
HAELVOET
Haelvoet is a Belgian producer of medical furniture for hospital and

We want to care for people. That is why we pay the utmost attention to

nursing home (patient) rooms.

design, quality and ergonomics during the development of our furniture.
This is done with a clear understanding of the needs, a thorough

Haelvoet creates furniture to heal, to care and to meet for more than 85

knowledge of the challenges and a deep respect for both the patient and

years.

the caregiver.

We produce comfortable, elegant and durable furniture for hospitals,

By doing so, we create an environment that cares about people.

clinics, residential care centers and other healthcare facilities. You
can rely on us for both hospital furniture (electric or hydraulic hospital
beds, stretchers, cots, bedside tables, examination tables ...) as well as
nursing home furniture (electric or hydraulic high-low beds, chairs and
tables, seats, recliner chairs ...).

Leon Bekaertstraat 8
8770 Ingelmunster
T: +32 51 48 66 95
info@haelvoet.com
www.haelvoet.com

Pieter
VERKEST
International Sales
Manager
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HINICIO
Hinicio is a strategy consulting firm focused on sustainable energy and

ENEDIS, ENGIE, EPM, ERDF, the European Commission, the European

transport. Our expertise fields cover renewable energies, clean mobility,

Parliament, INECC, InterAmerican Development Bank, La Poste,

energy storage, energy efficiency. Since 2007, Hinicio has also developed

Michelin, Plastic Omnium, Renault, Shell, Solvay, Total, Volvo or the

an extended competence center on hydrogen and fuel cells.

World Bank.

We advise private sector clients (large corporations and innovative start-

Our human capital is built with a multidisciplinary team of high level

ups), public sector organizations (international, national and regional

passionate international experts composed of engineers, economists,

institutions) and investors in “cleantech”. Hinicio’s service approach

experts in political science and environment. A pool of internationally

is centered on four competence areas: Strategic advice, Innovation

recognized scientists and specialists also reinforces our project teams

projects, Policy and regulatory support and Investment support.

whenever required.

Over the last few years, Hinicio has delivered more than 150 projects

Hinicio is headquartered in Brussels and has offices in Paris, Bogota,

in 19 countries across 3 continents to prestigious clients including

Buenos Aires and Shanghai, and we have been working in Mexico City

Akzo Nobel, Air Liquide, Corporacion Andina de Fomento, Areva, EDF,

since 2016.

Rue des Palais 44
1030 Brussels
T: +32 2 211 34 14
info@hinicio.com
www.hinicio.com

Ana
ANGEL
Manager LATAM
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MEXICO
HYDROGENICS EUROPE
Hydrogenics is the worldwide leader in designing, manufacturing,

Fuel cell installations for freestanding electrical power plants, critical

building and installing industrial and commercial hydrogen generation,

power and UPS systems (uninterruptible power supply);

fuel cells and MW-scale energy storage solutions. With over 60 years of

“Power-to-Gas” the world’s most innovative way to store and transport

experience, Hydrogenics is helping to accelerate a global “power shift”

energy.

for a cleaner energy future.

Hydrogenics

We offer world leading expertise for a range of applications, including:

manufacturing facilities located in Germany and Belgium. We have

PEM and alkaline hydrogen generators for Industrial processes and

other corporate and sales offices, and hydrogen installations, operating

fueling stations;

in several countries around the world.

Hydrogen fuel cells for electric vehicles, such as urban transit buses,

Hydrogenics Corporation is a publicly listed company on the NASDAQ

commercial fleets, utility vehicles and electric lift trucks;

(HYGS) and the TSX (HYG).

is

headquartered

Nijverheidsstraat 48 bus C
2260 Westerlo
T: +32 14 46 21 10
info@hydrogenics.com
www.hydrogenics.com

Filip
SMEETS
Managing Director
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in

Mississauga,

Canada

with

IBA (ION BEAM APPLICATIONS)
IBA is a medical technology company founded in 1986 as a spin-off of

and has designed and equipped the majority of clinically operating

the “Cyclotron Research Center” of the Catholic University of Louvain-

proton therapy centers around the world. Thanks to continued innovation

la-Neuve (UCL) in Belgium.

in partnership with renowned clinical institutions, IBA is committed
to continue developing state-of-the‑art proton therapy solutions and

The company is active in the fields of proton therapy against cancer,

making proton therapy the most accurate cancer treatment available

dosimetry, radio-pharmacy solutions, and industrial sterilization and

worldwide.

ionization.
IBA employs about 1400 people in 40 locations worldwide and is listed
IBA’s main focus is to improve cancer diagnosis and treatment. With

on the pan-European stock exchange NYSE EURONEXT (IBA: Reuters

more than 25 years of experience in proton therapy, which is considered

IBAB.BR and Bloomberg IBAB.BB). More information on IBA’s profile

the most advanced form of radiotherapy available today for localized

and activities can be found at: www.iba-worldwide.com.

cancer treatment, IBA is the market leader in this treatment modality

Chemin du Cyclotron 3
1348 Louvain-La-Neuve
T: +32 10 47 58 90
info-worldwide@iba-group.com
www.iba-worldwide.com

Sabine
DE VOGHEL
Corporate Advisor

Mauro
FERREIRA
VP Sales Proton
Therapy LATAM

Ambrosio
MORENO
Director de Ventas
RadioPharma LATAM

Alejandro
GARCIA
Mexico Sales Manager
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MEXICO
INTEGRITY INTERNATIONAL
Integrity International is a full-service corporate investigations firm
focused in the geographical areas of continental Europe and Latin
America. The firm is specialized in complex problem solving; including
due diligence, fraud investigations, extortion investigations, as well
as litigation support and intelligence projects. Integrity also offers a
full range of seminars and courses ranging from Security Awareness
Seminars for expats and travelers, to Information and social media
security.
The firm is woman-led and has a well-established presence in both
Brussels as well as Mexico.

Rue des Boers 59
1040 Brussels
T: +32 479 12 13 42
infobxl@integrityintl.eu
www.integrityintl.eu

Ulla
PENTINPURO
Principal
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JAN DE NUL
Innovation, expertise and sustainability.

Our professional and innovative solutions are trusted across the industry.
Whether it concerns the construction of the new locks in the Panama

These are the corner stones of Jan De Nul Group’s success. Thanks to

Canal or a new port complex in Western Australia, together with our

its skilled employees and the world’s most modern fleet, Jan De Nul

customers, we build for further economic development.

Group is a leading expert in dredging and marine construction activities,
as well as in specialized services for the offshore industry of oil, gas and

Specialised services for the offshore oil and gas industries and the

renewable energy. These core marine activities are further enhanced

renewable energy industry are also key part of the services provided by

by Jan De Nul Group’s in-house civil and environmental capabilities

JDN Group (e.g. dredging of shore approaches, the design and installation

offering clients a complete package solution.

of wind farm jackets & gravity base foundations, the ballasting and scour
protection for offshore windmills, the installation of cables).

Tragel 60
9308 Aalst
T: +32 53 73 17 11
info@jandenul.com
www.jandenul.com

Tom
DEGRIECK
Project Manager

Yves
VAN AKEN
Area Manager

Marco
ROKS
Commercial Director

Piet
LEVRIER
Regional Office
Manager
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MEXICO
JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICA
At Janssen, we’re creating a future where disease is a thing of the past.

Learn more at www.janssen.com and follow us @JanssenGlobal. Legal

We’re the Pharmaceutical Companies of Johnson & Johnson, working

Entity is part of the Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies of Johnson &

tirelessly to make that future a reality for patients everywhere by fighting

Johnson.

sickness with science, improving access with ingenuity, and healing
hopelessness with heart.

Turnhoutseweg 30
2340 Beerse
T: +32 14 60 21 11
info@janbe.jnj.com
www.janssen.com/belgium

Octavio
AVENDAÑO
CARBELLIDO
Director Sr. Asuntos
de Gobierno México
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JOHN MARTIN
“The Belgian based John Martin family business is for more than a

cross the world. From strong bottom fermentation lagers (with the

century specialized in the production and the distribution of beers: “The

famous Gordon brand), English-style ales (Martin’s Pale and IPA), Lambic

Finest Beer Selection” allowing our partners to have access easily and

beers (Timmermans, the world’s oldest spontaneous fermentation

directly to all style of beers. Today Anthony Martin’s Finest Selection

brewery, winner of WBA 2015), Scotch beers, mix fermentations from

is continuously innovating in Brewing, Marketing and Distribution

Bruges (Bourgogne des Flandres), farm beers (Waterloo), Abbey beers

respecting its tradition, developing win-win long-term partnerships

(Dominus) and much more !”

Rue du Cerf 191
1332 Genval
T: +32 2 655 62 12
export@johnmartin.be
www.anthonymartin.be

Jonathan
MARTIN
Export Director
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MEXICO
JOSKIN
Founded in 1968, the JOSKIN family business became a leader in the

Buying with complete confidence: a 3-year warranty is offered to all our

design and manufacture of agricultural machines. Spread over Belgium,

customers when purchasing a new JOSKIN machine. Furthermore, a

Poland and France on a total surface area of almost 150,000 m², the

user book, including among other things the spare parts book and the

JOSKIN´s production sites are exporting to more than 60 countries.

user manual, is given to you at the time of the purchase.

Very modern and highly precise techniques are used: dynamic 3D

Our great strength: the availability of spare parts at any time and

simulation, automated lasers, folding presses, high tensile steel, hot-

anywhere. Thanks to our permanent stocks, we send your parts as

dip galvanization, automated continuous weldings.

quickly as possible.

Rue de Wergifosse 39
4630 Soumagne
info@joskin.com
www.joskin.com

Thibaud
MARIAGE
Business Manager
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Marcelo
GILIO
Business Developer
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LAPAUW INTERNATIONAL
Lapauw International is the European Manufacturer of ecological
laundry machinery and provides a total laundry solution for all kind
of collectivities: Hotels, Hospitals, Retirement Homes, Cruise ships,
Railways, Airways, Industrial Automated Laundry Businesses, Textile
Manufacturers, Prisons etc…

Oude Ieperseweg(Heu) 139
8501 Kortrijk
T: +32 56 354295
info@lapauw.be
www.lapauw.be

Philippe
D’HEYGERE
President
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MEXICO
LEROY BREWERIES
We are a 11 generation family Brewery since 1572. Proud creators of

Kapittel Watou are since long our of abbey style Ales.

the World’s favorite Gastronomic Ale: Poperings Hommel. Watou’s

•K
 apittel Pater 6%

Witbier- Cuvée Watou and Kapittel Abbey styled high fermente ales with

•K
 apittel Blond 6.5%

refermentation complete the assortment.

•K
 apittel Dubbel 7,5%
•K
 apittel Prior 9%

Product description

•K
 apittel Triple Abt10%

Poperings Hommel Ale (the world’s favorite Gastronomic Ale) is our

•K
 apittel Winter 7,8%

signature beer created and brewed in 1981, for the celebration of the
3 yearly hops festivities in Poperinge, our hoppy, golden-bronze, ale

Watou’s Witbier was created in the mid-Eighties, since then it received a

Hommelbier is worldwide considered to be a tribute to the art of beer

large number of gold medal awards, among others in Australia, Canada

craftsmanship.

and Italy.

Hommel is our local abbreviation for humulus, the botanical name for
the hop plant.
Douvieweg 2
8978 Poperinge
+32 57 42 20 05
export@leroybreweries.be
www.leroybreweries.be

Kristiaan
WALGRAEVE
Export Manager
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LIBECO - LAGAE
Libeco is one of the largest linen weavers in Europe. We produce

Our strength is our creativity and technical knowledge of the flax fiber,

decorative fabrics, apparel linen, technical canvas, embroidery linen and

based on skills learned centuries ago coupled with modern logistics and

are manufacturers of finished products.

information technology.

Our company works on custom basis but also offers a very large range
of fabrics and finished products from stock.

Tieltstraat 112
8760 Meulebeke
T: +32 51 48 89 21
bart.vandamme@libeco.be
www.libeco.be

Anthony
GOESAERT
Export Manager
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MEXICO
LIBINVEST
Created in 1987 by Jean-Michel Libert, the Libinvest company is investing

The high quality of Libinvest products is not born purely by chance. The

with passion and professionalism in all man and woman beauty living.

R&D Department is indeed creating and optimizing the best formulas to

Dedicated to professionals and end consumers, Libinvest provides the

make professionals and end consumers satisfied.

aesthetics with its know-how through its 2B Bio Beauty®, Ophyto®,
Ophyto pH®, and Minceur 2011® brands.

Thanks to the high percentage of their main actives, the Libinvest niche
products ensure efficient cares and visible results.

Located in Binche, the designer and manufacturer has been surrounded
itself by an aware and dynamic team in order to develop responsible
cosmetic products.

Rue de la Princesse 19
7130 Binche
T: +32 64 36 92 67
info@libinvest.com
www.libinvest.com

Jean-Michel
LIBERT
CEO - Founder
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Mireille
THIRION
Director
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LUBRIOR
We are a Belgian company that grew out of the necessity of creating

Lubrior with its World Trade Natural Food brand gives life to the most

marketing channels for producers from different countries with

delicious combination of flavours of 100% natural fruit beverages. like

international markets and at the same time to new flavors and

the Exotic Puree, Exotic Tea and Exotic Juice, all made from the most

experiences inform consumers demanding and accustomed to the

delicious fruits.

quality.
We focus on the manufacture and distribution of fresh and healthy,
finished product, and novel. We have branches in different parts of the
world, precisely in Belgium and the Netherlands for the distribution of
our products in Europe.

Rue d’Enghien 18
1080 Brussels
T: +32 2 465 13 63
info.lubrior@gmail.com
www.lubrior.be

Steve Marius
LALANNE
Chief Executive Officer

Bertrand
KABEYA KALOMBO
Managing Director
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MEXICO
MADYSANO
Madysano is established in Brussels and provides services and has a

The manager and partner of Madysano, Mr Mohamed SANO, has

purchase center for popular consumer goods (food, household goods,

developed a network of companies in West Africa, which form part of a

furniture, fashion items) produced in Belgium, which are exported to

family group of businesses. A number of these companies are currently

a network of stores developed in West Africa. In this framework, it is

active in Ivory Coast, Senegal, Mali, Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone in

seeking new export opportunities to Africa. Madysano is also in search

the following fields: import/export of popular consumer goods; transport

of partners to develop an import business on the European market for

activities, by sea, air and land; storage of consumer goods in Conakry,

products manufactured in West Africa. In this context, it already has

project for the construction of refrigerated hangars in Conakry aimed at

partnership ties with local companies with which it is likely to conclude

accommodating containers with food products; construction company

contracts in the following areas: diamonds, cocoa, fruit and veg, art

and real estate services.

objects and crafts (sculptures, leather goods...).
We do exploration/market research of export products for the countries
we are concerned with.

Boulevard Louis Schmidt 119/3
1040 Brussels
T: +32 2 743 82 15
info@madysano.be
www.madysano.be

Mohamed Moustapha
SANO
Manager & Partner
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MANUCHAR
Manuchar (www.manuchar.com) is a trader of various commodities

The Mission of Manuchar:

(chemicals, steel, metals, fertilizers, plastics, paper, etc.) and a

Manuchar supplies raw materials in emerging markets. We deliver the

distributor of mainly dry & break bulk chemicals with headquarters in

most efficient and reliable sourcing and supply chain solutions from

Antwerp, Belgium. Next to that, Manuchar also provides third party

around the globe.

logistics (3PL) for similar bulk products like grain, animal feed, etc.

We keep your production running. Anytime. Anywhere.

Manuchar’s 2.000 employees are active at over 140 locations in more
than 50 countries, mainly in the emerging markets of Latin America,
Africa and Asia. Its logistic platforms are strategically located close to
ports or customers and have a total area of 380,000 m². Manuchar’s
annual consolidated turnover amounts to USD 1,6 billion.

Rietschoorvelden 20
2170 Antwerpen
T: +32 3 640 93 12
contact@manuchar.com
www.manuchar.com

Stephan
VAN DEN EYNDE
Project & Investment
Manager
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MEXICO
MATCHID
MatchID offers solutions in strain measurement, model validation and
automated identification of mechanical material properties.
As a measurement tool, Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is becoming
an accepted technique in both industry and academia, as it allows full

• Optimal test setups and processing: patterns, experimental tools and
automated post-processing
• Interpretation of results in a quantitative way focusing on resolution
and spatial resolution with integrated error assessment

field, contactless, 3D-measurement of deformations at the surface of

•E
 nabling direct, quantitative comparison to numerical models

any type of material and under arbitrary loading, combining ease-of-use

•F
 ull-field stress reconstruction, well beyond standard elastic behavior

with high flexibility.

• Direct identification of material properties through the Virtual Fields

As MatchID’s tagline is “Metrology beyond colors”, we seek to offer the

•C
 ustomized application development

DIC system of the future, by adopting a module-based structure, where

• In-depth training: annual courses by experts in the field

Method (VFM)

the focus lies primarily on the metrological aspects:

Deinsesteenweg 94 bus A
9031 Ghent
T: +32 9 223 64 41
info@matchid.eu
www.matchid.eu

Miguel
SABBE
CEO
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MEAM - MICROWAVE ENERGY APPLICATIONS MANAGEMENT
MEAM is an SME engineering company based in Herk-de-Stad, an all-in
solution provider for industrial microwave technology.
Based on extensive product development, MEAM can provide you with
suitable and cost-effective solutions for drying and heating applications.
Microwave technology operates in a very efficient and fast energy
transfer process, by no use of gas or fuel, and without CO2-emission!!
Therefore, it is perceived as very innovative on industrial scale, and the
technology can be used in all type of drying/heating processes in a direct
way with alternative energy sources like wind- or solar energy.

Dorenstraat 28
3020 Herent
T: +32 479 01 65 20
carlo.groffils@meam.be
www.meam.be

Carlo
GROFFILS
Manager
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MEXICO
MITHRA PHARMACEUTICALS
Mithra (Euronext: MITRA) is dedicated to providing innovation and choice

Mithra also develops, manufactures and markets complex therapeutics

in women’s health, with a particular focus on fertility, contraception and

and offers partners a complete spectrum of research, development and

menopause. Mithra’s goal is to develop new and improved products

specialist manufacturing at its Mithra CDMO. Mithra was founded in

that meet women’s needs for better safety and convenience. Its two

1999 as a spin-off of the University of Liège by Mr. François Fornieri and

lead development candidates - a fifth generation oral contraceptive,

Prof. Dr. Jean-Michel Foidart and is headquartered in Liège, Belgium.

Estelle®, and a next generation hormone therapy, Donesta®- are built

Further information can be found at: www.mithra.com.

on Mithra’s unique natural estrogen platform, E4 (Estetrol).

Rue Saint Georges 5
4000 Liège
T: +32 4 349 28 22
info@mithra.com
www.mithra.com

François
FORNIERI
CEO
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Jean-Manuel
FONTAINE
Head of External
Affairs
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MYDIBEL
Mydibel is a family business specializing since 1988 in the development,

label supplying companies from a variety of customer segments: food

production and commercialization of potato products: including fresh

service, retail and industry.

(fries), frozen (fries and puree specialties) and dehydrated (flakes and
granules) products.

The 100% family-owned business employs more than 500 people and
exports its wide range of potato products to more than 110 countries

It processes daily approximately 3,000 tons of potatoes and sells about

worldwide.

267.000 tons of finished products per year. Mydibel offers quality
products with quality services, both in their own branding and in private

Rue du Piro-Lannoy 30
7700 Mouscron
T: +32 56 33 48 50
info@mydibel.be
www.mydibel.be

Johann
ALLAERT
Sales Director
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MEXICO
NMC
NMC is an international company that concentrates on the development,

the environment, NMC’s products are made CFC, HCFC and solvent free.

production and distribution of decoration and renovation products made

They are also humidity resistant.

of extruded polystyrene, moulded polyurethane and other polymers.
NMC’s program consists in mouldings, ceiling centres, accessories and

As world leading manufacturer of decorative mouldings, NMC has

since short a new range of base boards and chair rails made of high-

experience in overseas export for about 35 years. Their various lines of

density polymer.

products are today available in more than 100 countries.

All products are developed with the idea of improving quality of life. About
1200 associates are working on this objective world-wide. Taking care of

Gert-Noël-Strasse
4731 Eynatten
T: +32 87 85 85 00
info@nmc.eu
www.nmc.eu

Daniel
DEL RIO SIERRA
Export Manager Latin
America
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NOBLE FOOD GROUP
We are a Belgian manufacturer of chocolates and cheese biscuits.

For cheese biscuits we have 2 different lines with 8 different flavored

Owned by the 4th generation of Jules Destrooper biscuits we have the

cheeses. All our products have a THT of 12 months and have been

experience of producing new and innovative products.

awarded worldwide.

Our chocolate assortment shows our product line of retail snacks and

Together with our private label experience and possibilities and all the

chocolate gifting boxes. Our cheese biscuits are gluten free, have no

necessary BRC and IFS documents we focus on giving our full attention

added sugars or added flavors and have an amazing cheese taste.

to a personalized service.

These are the products we have: Chocolate cups, chocolate clusties,
chocolate sticks, chocolate bars chocolate eggs and chocolate hearts.

Handelsstraat 5
8630 Veurne
T: +32 58 31 77 40
contact@noble-food-group.com
www.noble-food-group.com

Yona
VAN PUYVELDE
Export Manager
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MEXICO
ONCODNA
OncoDNA is a private, oncology-focused healthcare technology company

This one-stop-shop analysis and interpretation service gives oncologists

that combines advanced, comprehensive testing of all clinically relevant

actionable results to enable the selection of treatments tailored to an

cancer biomarkers (DNA, RNA and protein profiles) from both solid and

individual patient’s cancer profile. OncoDNA also works in collaboration

liquid biopsies with a proprietary cancer treatment knowledge database

with the biopharma industry to develop and deliver the treatments of

that continuously ‘learns’ from cutting-edge, validated, scientific and

tomorrow by assisting with design, enrolment and assessment of clinical

medical advances.

trials as well as increasing access to approved precision medicines. The
company is based in Gosselies, Belgium, and employs c. 55 employees
in four countries.

Rue Louis Breguet 1
6041 Gosselies
T: +32 71 18 35 00
infos@oncodna.com
www.oncodna.com

Jean-Pol
DETIFFE
CEO
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OTN SYSTEMS
OTN Systems is a leading supplier of mission-critical telecommunications

to every corner of the world, OTN Systems has successfully delivered

solutions to industrial customers for over 30 years. Our passion for

operational telecommunication networks to more than 500 satisfied

translating what truly matters has propelled us into the forefront in

customers in 75 countries around the world.

specific verticals such as Power Utilities, Metros, Railways and Oil &
Gas. By working closely with numerous customers worldwide, OTN
Systems has acquired the necessary expertise.
OTN Systems has built a solid reputation deploying cost-effective
and reliable communication networks. Thanks to the unique product
portfolio, a highly skilled workforce and a partner network that extends

Industrielaan 17B
2250 Olen
T: +32 14 25 28 47
info@otnsystems.com
www.otnsystems.com

Mark
PAUWELS
Director of Sales
LATAM
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MEXICO
PONET SPIRITS
Ponet Spirits is devoted to producing artisanal spirits, resolutely modern

The peculiarity of Ponet Spirits lies in the desire to emphasize tradition

but respectful of traditional techniques and know-how.

and the bond with the origins of the products. Each bottle is inspired and
produced according to history and terroir and reveals the ingenuity of the

Sourcing the best ingredients, using the right techniques and working

craftsmen and the richness of its aromatic palette.

with people who master their art is at the heart of the creative process.
Ponet Spirits offers a real invitation to curiosity and sharing.

Drève des Volubilis 18
1170 Brussels
T: +32 2 662 24 19
thierry@ponetspirits.com
www.ponetsirits.com

Thierry
PONET
Founder Owner
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Antonio
HERAS LUNA
Brand Ambassador
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Hector
SANMIGUEL Y
AGUILAR
Financial Manager

Juan Carlos
CHÁVEZ FERNÁNDEZ
Brand Manager

POPPIES INTERNATIONAL
Poppies has been passionate about delighting its customers with

Our main categories are biscuits, individual frozen desserts (profiteroles

gourmet cookies, pastries and desserts ever since 1935.

and eclairs), cakes (Brownies), bakery (doughnut), and fine macarons.
Poppies is clearly customer oriented. 70% of our production is for Private

Poppies is a family multinational Belgium company, with a strong

label. With our 27 production lines and 20 kind of products, we manage

international experience for more than 40 years. With 11 factories

to get specific production unit for each of our item. This means master

including those outside Belgium in the U.S., France, Holland and

experience and productivity, all of them with highest quality certifications

Sweden, we are present in 57 countries. We should should achieve this

(BRC/IFS).

year 300 millions euros of turnover.
Crafted from the finest ingredients, all our high-quality delicacies come
with the iconic Poppies home-baked taste and freshness.

Rue des Rubaniers 1
7780 Comines
T: +32 34 635 777 287
emmanuelle.dane@poppies.com
www.poppies.com

Frans
CASTELEIN
President

Emmanuelle
DANÉ
Sales Manager for
South Europe- Latam
and North Africa

Roos
VANDEPITTE
Product Manager
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MEXICO
PRIMORIS BELGIUM
Primoris Belgium is a specialized laboratory for pesticide residue

The goal of Primoris Belgium, as well as the other companies in the

and contaminant analysis in the agri-food industry, contributing to

Primoris Holding, is to support the food and feed sector in all quality,

the enhancement of food safety, product quality and sustainability.

food safety and risk related issues. With our extra focus on support, a

Primoris Belgium supports customers from all over the globe with

team of customer care members and market managers is always happy

high, western European quality analysis. Primoris Belgium is part of the

to support our customers whenever needed.

Primoris Holding, together with three other laboratories, a certification
body and Ciboris, an independent non-profit organization that, by

The cooperation between all companies in the Primoris Holding supports

providing knowledge, supports the value chain of the stakeholders of

you not only with analyses but in a much broader perspective concerning

the Primoris Holding in order to enhance food safety, product quality

all quality, food safety and risk related issues in your company, with your

and sustainability.

products and in your market.

Technologiepark-Zwijnaarde 2/3
9052 Ghent
T: +32 9 330 10 10
info@primoris-lab.com
www.primoris-lab.com

Hugo
VAN USEN
International Market
Manager
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PTM GROUP
PTM Group BVBA was founded in 2008 by Pieter Vagenende as a young

PTM Group BVBA manages the patrimony of the group, real estate

passionate engineer starting his own enterprise. Over 10 years the

consolidation and investments. The company seeks to further expand

company has evolved and expanded its business, and has grown out

its real estate branch, with an extra focus on real estate investments

to be the holding company with multiple enterprises in Belgium (PTM

abroad, looking for potential partnerships and opportunities.

Engineering BVBA, PTM Architecture BVBA, Nopek Constructies BVBA
and VDE piping BVBA) and (co-) owner of companies abroad such as
Trikaal Tech Enterprise Ltd (India), PTM Muhendislik Mimarlik (Turkey).

Pleispark 49
9051 Ghent
T: +32 485 04 94 15
Natalie.dewilde@ptm-group.eu
www.ptm-group.eu

Pieter
VAGENENDE
Managing Director
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MEXICO
QINETIQ SPACE
QinetiQ is one of the world’s leading science and technology

satellites. The PROBA remote sensing satellites were designed and built

organisations, with more than 6,000 scientists and engineers working

at our facilities near Antwerp, where today we deliver entire satellites

in the most advanced facilities in the world. We work alongside our

and major satellite equipment including payload computers, remote

customers to create innovative technology solutions for developing

terminal units, and mass memories. We also deliver advanced electric

products and services of the future. We support Governments, Agencies

propulsion systems and Proximity-1 radio transceivers to enable the

and private companies worldwide with integrated capability and

most demanding space missions.

assurance solutions.
We are specialists in: Air, Land, Sea, cyber and Space systems.
Through its longstanding ESA and defense heritage, QinetiQ offers the
design, build, launch and operation of complex space infrastructure and

Hogenakkerhoekstraat 9
9150 Kruibeke
T: +32 3 250 43 44
info@qinetiq.be
www.qinetiq.be

Juan Pablo
RAMOS
Business Development
Manager
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Frank
PREUD’HOMME
Business Development
& Sales Director
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QUALIPHAR
Qualiphar is a family owned pharmaceutical group, with GMP production
facilities in Belgium and France.
For more than one century, Qualiphar has specialized in value added
healthcare products with a main focus on:
(1) Sore throat remedies (tablets & sprays)
(2) Cough syrups
(3) Magnesium supplements
(4) Baby care products

Rijksweg 9
2880 Bornem
T: +32 3 889 17 21
Export@qualiphar.com
www.qualiphar.com

Marc
VERLINDEN
Managing Director

Nicolas
DELEYE
Export Manager
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MEXICO
QUALITY BY DESIGN
Quality by Design (QbD) is an international knowledge driven

part of QbD (BPF stands for Good Manufacturing Practices in Spanish)

consultancy & project organization that focusses on Quality in the

with over 25 consultants and offices in Mexico City and Guadalajara.

life sciences industry. With over 180 consultants, QbD has an ample

We can help you comply with COFEPRIS / FDA / EMA / WHO / TGA /

knowledge base for solving project problems within the niche industry

ANVISA / INVIMA / SFDA and other local authorities. In Mexico we work

of Quality Assurance, Validation, Data Integrity, Qualification and Project

with several multinationals such as TEVA, Boehringer Ingelheim, PISA,

Management & Support.

Pfizer, Praxair... Contact us with the details of your project!

QBD Group has offices in Belgium, The Netherlands, Spain, Mexico,
Colombia and USA. In Mexico, you will recognize us by the name of BPF

Fotografielaan 5
2610 Antwerpen
T: +32 3 844 45 01
info@qbd.eu
www.qbd.eu

Bart
VAN ACKER
CEO
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Elly
DE BRUYN
HR Manager
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Jose
DE COLSA
International Business
Director

REYNAERS ALUMINIUM
Reynaers Aluminium is a leading European specialist in the development

Founded in 1965, Reynaers Aluminium currently employs over 2000

and marketing of innovative and sustainable aluminium solutions for

workers in 40 countries worldwide and exports to more than 70 countries

windows, doors, curtain walls, sliding systems, sun screening and

on 5 continents. The company, with its headquarters in Duffel, Belgium

conservatories. Driven by energy-efficiency and the willingness to take

achieved an annual turnover of 426 million euros in 2016.

responsibility for the environment.

Oude Liersebaan 266
2570 Duffel
T: +32 15 30 85 00
info@reynaers.com
www.reynaers.com

Piero
DELUCIA
Business Partner
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MEXICO
RODSCHINSON INVESTMENT GROUP
Rodschinson Investment Group is an international Company specialized

Rodschinson’s business is expanding around the world, as global

in mergers & acquisitions of corporate entities and capital raising

markets become ever more tightly linked by technology, by breaking

related to various sectors of activities. Our firm is also strongly involved

down regulatory barriers and by the increasing global needs of our

in large Real Estate projects around the world.

clients.

Rodschinson relies on independent partners working in their names

We bring together organizations that are extraordinary as stand-alone

which provides a wide range of services worldwide to a substantial and

entities, but combined, these independent partners comprise a network

diversified client database including small – an mi-sized business, as

that is virtually unmatched in the breadth and depth of resources

well as large corporations, investment banks, pension funds, hedge

available to serve you.

funds and high net-worth individuals.

Place Du Champs De Mars 5
1050 Brussels
T: +32 2 550 36 87
dg@rodschinson.com
www.rodschinson.com

Rachid
CHIKHI
Chief Executive Officer
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SCK.CEN
SCK•CEN is one of the largest research institutions in Belgium. Every

SCK•CEN collaborates with numerous research partners both at home

day, more than 740 employees dedicate themselves to developing

and abroad. The work performed by SCK•CEN has a direct effect upon

peaceful applications of nuclear technologies and radioactivity. Our

various aspects of our daily life. Besides our work as a research centre,

developments have already resulted in a long list of innovative and

we also organise training courses and education via our Academy and

forward-looking applications for the medical world, industry and the

offer specialist services including consultancy.

energy sector. We are renowned for our expertise world-wide.
In the course of our work, there are three main research topics:
• the safety of nuclear installations;
• the well-considered management of radioactive waste;
• human and environmental protection against ionising radiation.

Herrmann-Debrouxlaan 40
1160 Brussels
T: +32 14 33 21 11
info@sckcen.be
www.sckcen.be

Derrick
GOSSELIN
Chairman of the Board

Eric
VAN WALLE
General Director
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MEXICO
SEOS GROUP (NOIRFALISE)
Responsible management is more than just an obligation. It is one of

SEOS supports the circular economy and all the waste that we collect is

the economic and environmental challenges facing all authorities,

sorted and recovered for use as secondary raw material (steelworks,..)

companies and individuals. This is what Seos Group does best and will

or recycled to make paper towels, tissues, packaging paper, plastic

help you solve your environmental problems.

bollards, MDF furniture, artificial grass for sports pitches as well as
residual derived fuel (RDF) to produce electricity or burn in cement

Seos group has been in constant expansion since 1998, with the

ovens.

creation of 5 companies and the acquisition of 10 others. As a result, the
group is able to cover a wide geographical area and develop innovative

SEOS Group specializes in non-hazardous waste management and

recycling solutions. Over the years, SEOS Group has expanded its global

recycling, covering waste collection, sorting, recycling and/or recovery.

presence and now operates in Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands,

Our goal is to manage your waste simply, effectively and responsibly.

Luxembourg, Mexico and is in contact with potential partners in Morocco.

Rue de Limbourg 198
4800 Verviers
T: +32 87 33 07 01
info@seosgroup.com
www.seosgroup.com

Christian
ZANDONA
Director
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Luis Felipe
CARRILLO NERI
Director
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SEPIA PRODUCTS
SEPIA products specializes in the design, development and production of

Our vision is to offer different levels of sustainable products to sustainable

professional parasols (branded and non-branded), as well as (LED) signs

brands and, at the same time, contribute to an inviting environment

and displays for premium corporate brands, especially in the beverage

where they are used.

and hospitality industry, both nationally and internationally.
Our mission is to take our clients’ worries away, thanks to a highly
Based close to the Antwerp international port, we manage production

motivated, performant and solution driven team.

units in South Africa and China, as well as distributors in the Arab
Emirates and New Zealand. We don’t just sell products but offer

The objective stipulated in our 5-year strategic plan is to triple in

tailormade and bespoke solutions in long-term partnerships with our

5 years’ time. In order to realize this ambitious goal, adding major

clients and our supply chain.

Mexican companies to our client portfolio is crucial to grow business in
a consistent way.

Quality, flexibility and customer intimacy are part of our DNA.

Doornpark 57
9120 Beveren
T: +32 3 710 66 00
info@sepia.be
www.sepia.be

Filip
NAUDTS
Sales Director

Jeffrey
VANDENBERGHE
Int. BDM
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MEXICO
SITA INFORMATION NETWORKING COMPUTING
SITA is the communications and IT solution provider that transforms

Owned 100% by more than 400 members, SITA’s service team of 2,000+

air travel through technology for airlines, at airports and on aircraft.

staff serves more than 2,800 customers over 200 countries. Nearly every

The company’s portfolio covers everything from managed global

airline and airport do business with SITA, with over 40 governments

communications and infrastructure services, to eAircraft, passenger

using SITA’s border management solutions around the world. In 2017,

management, baggage, self-service, airport and border management

SITA had consolidated revenues of US$1.6 billion.

solutions; placing a strong emphasis on technology innovation.
For further information, visit www.sita.aero

Avenue des Olympiades 2
1140 Brussels
T: +32 2 745 05 68
info@sita.aero
www.sita.aero
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Miguel
Uriel
LEI
TORRES
Mexico legal
Director, Sales &
representative and
Corporate Relations,
Corporate Relations
Airport Business
Head
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Javier
CUEVAS
Senior Solution
Designer

SKYLANE OPTICS
Skylane Optics is a leading provider of fiber optical transceivers.

our strong technical support, we enable our customers to build cost

Skylane Optics offers an extensive portfolio for the enterprise, access

optimized network solutions solving existing and future capacity needs.

and metropolitan segments of the fiber optical market. We are
headquartered in Fraire, Belgium where also the logistics center and

Skylane has production lines in China and Brazil and one of the best

the high-tech laboratory is located. We are covering the European

levels of RMA in the market. We are one of the top brands used by

market with a strong partner network and have offices in Sweden to

cellular carriers, internet service providers, data centers and systems

support customers locally. The offerings provided by Skylane Optics are

manufacturers around the world. With offices in Brazil, United States

characterized by high quality and high performance. In combination with

and local presence in Mexico, we cover every market in the Americas.

Rue du Moulin 18
5650 Fraire
T: +32 71 61 06 40
philippe.bolle@skylaneoptics.com
www.skylaneoptics.com

Philippe
BOLLE
Managing Director

Rodriguez
FERNANDO
Key Account Manager
US & CALA

Victor
APOLINAR
Sales Mexico
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SMILING BAKER
Smiling Baker, is a producer of authentic Liège waffles.
Our products are manufactured from A to Z in our factory, located in
Vivegnis in the heart of the Liège district. Our company has 24 employees
who participate every day in the good development of the company.
Smiling Baker is represented by Mr. Pietteur who’s made a point of honor
to keep the quality of waffles to remain authentic, as we know them in
the kitchens of our grandmothers. We contribute through the production
of our waffles (declined in different tastes, weight, packaging), to the
good reputation of our Belgian heritage.

Rue César de Paepe 43
4683 Vivegnis
T: +32 4 240 02 55
info@smilingbaker.be

Didier
PIETTEUR
Chief executive
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SOLID FOOD EUROPE
SOLID FOOD is a company which is active in Andean grains, such as

Our key elements are:

quinoa. We have a vertically integrated structure, consisting of two

1) Traceability: From our daily technical assistance to the local farmers of

companies:

the Peruvian highlands by our team of Agronomists to the BRC certified

Solid Food Peru: Production, Processing, Export

processing plant, we control all food safety aspects.

Solid Food Europe: Commercial HQ: Trading (re-export) & Packing for

2) Sustainability: Through our social projects with the non-profit

Private Label.

organization SOLID, we improve the living conditions of the rural
community of Ayacucho, Peru.
We aim to set up a same model in Mexico for Mexican crops, such as
chia.

Kortrijksesteenweg 697
9000 Ghent
T: +32 9 395 08 01
info@solidfood.global
www.solidfood.global

Laurent
DE MEESTER
General Manager
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SOLVAY
Solvay is an advanced materials and specialty chemicals company,

resources and its performance chemicals improve air and water quality.

committed to developing chemistry that address key societal

Solvay is headquartered in Brussels with around 24,500 employees

challenges. Solvay innovates and partners with customers worldwide

in 61 countries. Net sales were €10.1 billion in 2017, with 90% from

in many diverse end markets. Its products are used in planes, cars,

activities where Solvay ranks among the world’s top 3 leaders, resulting

batteries, smart and medical devices, as well as in mineral and oil and

in an EBITDA margin of 22%. Solvay SA (SOLB.BE) is listed on Euronext

gas extraction, enhancing efficiency and sustainability. Its lightweighting

Brussels and Paris.

materials promote cleaner mobility, its formulations optimize the use of

Rue de Ransbeek 310
1120 Brussels
T: +32 2 264 21 11
arnaud.jacquet@solvay.com
www.solvay.com
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Oscar Armando
JACQUET
VALBUENA FARFAN
Senior Vice-President
General Manager GPA - Head of Global
MBU CARICAM Mexico,
Exploration & Business
Central-America and
Development Support
Caribe
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Erich
MENDOZA
Market Manager MBU
CARICAM Mexico,
Central-America and
Caribe

Juan carlos
RUIZ
Marketing Intelligence
Analyst MBU
CARICAM Mexico,
Central-America and
Caribe

Marilyn
TREACY
Solvair Commercial
Manager

SOVITEC
Sovitec Belgium, part of the PQ Corporation group, is producing and

injection speed, …). Our customers are compounders, masterbatchers

selling solid glass beads used in the road marking, metal finishing,

and paint producers worldwide.

plastics, coatings and several other specific applications. The glass
beads range, from 3 µm median diameter to 2 mm, are produced in high

Trade names used in these applications are Spheriglass, Microperl

quality and controlled factories and we are now the world leader in solid

and Omicron ranges. Median diameters are from 3µm to 40µm and

glass beads production.

are coated on their surface to improve the compatibility with the resin
used. Our products are added in the following plastics : PA, PBT, PP,

Solid glass beads are mainly used in plastics and coatings to improve

PE, PET, PVC, PC, ABS, Polyester, Epoxy, PUR, … and in the following

surface aspect properties (scratch and abrasion resistances, dimensional

paints : wood coating, decorative paint, coil coating, marine paints, …

stability, aesthetoc aspect, …) and processing one (fluidity, extrusion and

Avenue du Marquis 4
6620 Fleurus
T: +32 71 82 27 77
info@sovitec.com
www.sovitec.com

Frédéric
JUPRELLE
Technical Sales
Manager
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MEXICO
SPX DRY COOLING
SPX Dry Cooling is a global leader in air cooled condensers & coolers

Here’s a bit more about us:

with equipment installed in all type of power generation plants, oil&

We’re the world’s technological and innovation leader in the dry domain,

gas and industrial plants. Our success comes from our vast offering of

holding numerous patents and products.

dry cooling solutions which fall under many international patents. We

We’ve installed dry coolers and condensers thousands of times, spanning

come with the promise of excellence in quality and speed which we

all continents and in all climates.

can uniquely deliver because of our in-house manufacturing plants.

We have a workforce of 700+ professionals who are dedicated to the dry

Headquartered in Europe and with many regional offices, we are close to

business across the globe.

you, can deliver what you need and are ready to work.

We are a member of the Paharpur Group, a leading provider of process

As the world grows, so does its need for electricity and sustainable

cooling systems since 1948 and with over 45,000 installations so far.

energy production. We can help to meet that demand.

Avenue Marcel Thiry 81
1200 Brussels
T: +32 761 61 11
info@spxdrycooling.com
www.spxdrycooling.com

Thomas
LOUAGIE
General Manager
Spain
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TELEMIS
Telemis is a fast growing company active in the field of medical imaging

TM-Microscopy provides Anatomopathology departments with a solution

software.

to archive and share macro, micro and full scan both inside and outside

We offer innovative solution including TM-MACS (Multimedia Archiving &

of the department.

Communication System), TM- Microscopy (Digital Pathology Solutions)

Intuitus is a management tool that provides a clear vision on how to

and Intuitus (Dashboard solutions for Imaging Departments).

optimize the Healthcare Institution Efficiency and Quality.

Our TM-MACS Technology extends traditional PACS outside of radiology

with imaging department and grows to other non-medical-technical

to allthe other clinical departments (ophthalmology, dermatology,

departments.

cardiology, operating theater, emergencies, pathological anatomy, ...).

225 sites moved into a filmless Telemis PACS/MACS environment in

and supports all image and video formats. It also manages imaging

Belgium, France, Italy, Switzerland, Latvia and UAE. Telemis helps

markers and provides patient follow-up tools, as well as collaboration

healthcare institutions or private practices to provide patients with

solutions.

better quality of care.

It starts

Avenue Athéna 2
1348 Louvain-La-Neuve
T: +32 10 48 00 11
info@telemis.com
www.telemis.com

Patrice
ROULIVE
COO
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MEXICO
THE BELGIAN CHOCOLATE GROUP
Belgian Chocolate Manufacturer
Founded in 1956 the Belgian Chocolate Group is a well-established
supplier and exporter of high quality chocolates at attractive prices, we
have three modern production sites near the port of Antwerp and our
well established brands can be found in almost 100 countries worldwide.
We offer a wide range of products including: Chocolate seashells,
Flavoured Pralines, Truffles, Chocolate Bars, No Sugar Added Chocolate
bars, Mini bars, individually flow packed products and we are BRC & IFS
certified. We do in private label and brands.

Geelseweg 72
2250 Olen
T: +32 14 25 85 25
info@thebelgian.com
www.thebelgian.com

Marc
PAUWELS
Managing Director
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Marcos
DIAS DE OLIVEIRA
Area Sales Manager
Latin America
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TIMI
TIMi Suite is a suite of Predictive Analytics & Machine Learning solutions

Developed in Belgium, our software has allowed companies in Telecom,

that removes the main barriers to advanced analytics by making it faster,

Banking, Insurance and Retail, all around the world, to improve

easier, and cheaper. Using our solutions, companies can process vast

commercial results by using timely data in an efficient manner, improving

amounts of information (billions of records and thousands of variables)

cross selling rates, reducing churn, improving resource allocation and

without investing on large servers, Cloud and Hadoop solutions. Analysts

better computing return on marketing investments.

can develop accurate models without needing the long learning curve

Manufacturing and Oil companies also have been able to reduce costs

that is necessary with alternative solutions.

and risks by building models of predictive maintenance and IoT solutions.

Chemin des Deux Villers 11
7812 Ath
T: +32 479 99 27 68
frank@business-insight.com
www.timi.eu

Daniel
SOTO ZEEVAERT
Managing Partner,
Executive Director
LatAm

Dora
VALDEZ
VP Sales & Marketing
LatAm
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MEXICO
UCB
UCB, Brussels, Belgium (www.ucb.com) is a global biopharmaceutical
company focused on the discovery and development of innovative
medicines and solutions to transform the lives of people living with
severe diseases in immunology or neurology. With more than 7,500
people in approximately 40 countries, the company generated revenue of
€ 4.5 billion in 2017. UCB is listed on Euronext Brussels (symbol: UCB).

Chemin du Foriest 1
1420 Braine-L’alleud
T: +32 2 386 21 11
contactucb@ucb.com
www.ucb.com

Didier
MALHERBE
General Manager,
UCB Belgium
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UCOMAR
Ucomar nv is a private owned Forwarding Company, based in the

and or stuffings, together with customs import and export clearance. A

port area of Antwerp, with ownerships in both stevedoring & packing

small team of specialist takes your business at heart and gives you the

business.

personal service you’re likely looking for and the best possible sea - and/
or airfreight solution. Together with a number of selected partners we

At Ucomar, we arrange exceptional as well as normal loads and/or

make sure that your shipments get where they need to be in time.

container transports, we provide in house seaworthy packing, storage

Transcontinentaalweg 6
2030 Antwerpen
T: +32 3 220 03 72
ewu@ucomar.be
www.ucomar.be

Erik
WULLAERT
Project Manager
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MEXICO
UNITED AIRLINES
United Airlines and United Express operate approximately 4,700

is a founding member of Star Alliance, which provides service to 193

flights a day to 356 airports across five continents. In 2017, United and

countries via 28 member airlines.

United Express operated more than 1.6 million flights carrying more
than 148 million customers. United is proud to have the world’s most

For more information, visit united.com, follow @United on Twitter or

comprehensive route network, including U.S. mainland hubs in Chicago,

connect on Facebook. The common stock of United’s parent, United

Denver, Houston, Los Angeles, Newark/New York, San Francisco and

Continental Holdings, Inc., is traded on the Nasdaq under the symbol

Washington, D.C. United operates 760 mainline aircraft and the airline’s

“UAL”.

United Express carriers operate 546 regional aircraft. The airline

Park Hill Mommaertslaan 20b
1831 Diegem
T: +32 2 643 39 46
alexander.vanryckeghem@united.com
www.united.com

Alexander
VANRYCKEGHEM
Export Manager
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Eliane
SWINNEN
Account Manager
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VANCO BELGIUM
Vanco Belgium is an important distributor of fresh fruit and vegetables.
The company offers a big range of products adapted to the specific
demands of our customers.
Vanco is supplier of big importers, distributors and food processing
companies.
Main product is the Conference pear. We are direct supplier of the brand
Belorta.
Other products:
Strawberries, soft fruit, apples, tomatoes, bell peppers, …

Waalstraat 290
9870 Zulte
T: +32 9 388 77 01
peter@vanco.be
www.vanco.be

Peter
VAN VEEN
Export Manager
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MEXICO
VÉSALE PHARMA
Since 2008, Vesale Pharma, based in Eghezée (Belgium), is dedicated to

This Protocol was followed by the foundation of an R&D subsidiary last

R&D on probiotic solutions and microbiotic applications. As a pioneer

November 2017 in College Station and of PROGOES LLC, a Commercial

company in this field, Vésale Pharma devotes 23% of turnover in R&D

JV in September 2018. Vesale products are sold in around 20 countries

every year and is developing applied & fundamental researches in the

worldwide through a network of agents and distributors. A new pilot

areas of probiotic health products and technology as well as on applied

production unit was also inaugurated in GHLIN (Belgium) in June 2016.

metabolomics and phagotherapy. Vesale works on with major Belgian

In 2017, the company launched its pediatric range in China and signed

and international Universities or Institute as, e.g., the Institut Pasteur

an exclusive distribution contract in Morocco and India. Vesale Pharma

of Lille (France). In December 2016, a critical Research Protocol was

also holds six world patents, including the patent Intelicaps®, a world

also signed with the Texas A&M University in College Station (USA).

unique revolutionary technology of probiotics micro-encapsulation.

Rue Louis Allaert 9
5310 Noville-Sur-Mehaigne
T: +32 81 56 00 06
info@vesalepharma.com
www.vesalepharma.com

Jehan
LIENART
CEO & Executive
Chairman
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Eric
POSKIN
Corporate Strategy
Director – Spokesman
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Marleen
VAN D’HUYNSLAGER
International Sales &
Marketing Manager

VLAM - VLAAMS CENTRUM VOOR AGRO- EN VISSERIJMARKETING
VLAM, Flanders’ Agricultural Marketing Board, is a non-profit
organisation promoting the sale, the added value, the consumption
and the image of products and services of the Flemish agriculture,
horticulture, fishery and agro-alimentary sector in Belgium and abroad.
It is commissioned by the business community and by the Flemish
government and cooperates actively with as many links in the food chain
as possible.

Koning Albert II laan 35 bus 50
1030 Schaarbeek
T: +32 2 552 80 11
vlam@vlam.be
www.vlam.be

Gert
VAN CAUSENBROECK
Export Manager
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MEXICO
WELDERS FILTRATION TECHNOLOGY
Welders Filtration Technology NV/SA is Belgian manufacturer of
filter presses for the separation of liquids and solids in chemical,
hydrometallurgical and waste water sludge applications. We are
specialised in translating a process application of the customer in a
working machine that solves the separation problem.

Wijngaardveld 5
9300 Aalst
T: +32 53 77 70 25
info@wft.be
www.wft.be

Rik
TIMMERMAN
Managing Director
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Mieke
DE MEULEMEESTER
Director
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WIRELESS BLOCKING TECHNOLOGIES AND SOLUTIONS
WBTS is specialized in blocking wireless communication. More

Besides mobile phone blocking, WBTS also delivers a solution to block

specifically, we can block all frequencies and techniques selectively in

drones, which are a rising threat for penitentiary centers due to specific

order to limit the blocking to the requested area and to make sure our

deliveries. This system can be offered as an option or as a stand-alone

blocking signals do not exceed the health regulations. To do so, WBTS

solution. Finally, WBTS also provides two types of monitoring. System

always works based on preceding studies and measurements, and

monitoring to ensure the proper functioning of the system and spectrum

therefore only provides tailor-made work.

monitoring to monitor the provider signals in the area. This way, in case
of spectrum changes, the system can be adjusted accordingly.

Due to legal (inter)national restrictions, WBTS mainly focusses on
penitentiary centers.

Ter Stratenweg 30A
2520 Ranst
T: +32 3 470 15 50
info@isdg.be
www.wbts.be

Koen
BOECKX
Director
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PORT

MEXICO
PORT OF ANTWERP
The Port of Antwerp is by all means Europe’s leading integrated maritime,

With direct services to over 1300 ports worldwide, and market leader in

industrial and logistics hub and its second largest seaport. Located right

the Trans-Atlantic tradelanes, the Port of Antwerp offers a wide variety

at the heart of Europe, it has become the centre of worldwide trading

of regular seaborne and short sea maritime services to all destinations

activities. Optimal connections through a vast network of highway,

worldwide for the largest existing vessels.

railway, pipelines and inland waterways guarantee a smooth throughput
to and from all of the major European industrial and consumer areas.

The Port of Antwerp offers a unique blend of cargo handling, industrial

Antwerp is a multifunctional port, where all types of cargo (containers,

activity and logistics operations. It hosts Europe’s largest integrated

break bulk, dry bulk, liquid bulk) and different commodities are loaded,

chemical cluster with 7 out of the 10 biggest international chemical

unloaded, stored and handled in a most efficient way. In 2018, the port

companies having a production site in Antwerp.

will handle a new recordvolume of well over 235 million tonnes of
maritime cargo, including more than 11 million TEU, making Antwerp
the strongest and most regular grower over last 6 years in the HamburgLe Havre Range.
Zaha Hadidplein 1
2030 Antwerpen
T: +32 3 205 20 11
info@portofantwerp.com
www.portofantwerp.com

Wim DILLEN
Manager Business
Development
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HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

MEXICO
GHENT UNIVERSITY
Ghent University is an enterprising university with an international appeal.

Ghent University is a top 100 university in both the ARWU (Shanghai)

The motto of the university, ‘Dare to think’, is more than a slogan: in a

and THE ranking and hosts nearly 6,000 researchers. UGent is a Dutch-

creative, development-oriented educational and research environment,

speaking university but English is widely spoken by both students and

about 44,000 students and 8,500 staff members are encouraged to adopt

staff. Moreover, international students can choose a wide variety of

a critical attitude. The international student population (12%) attests to

English courses and programmes.

the quality and diversity of Ghent University’s education and research.
UGent’s 11 faculties consist of 125 departments, offering high-quality,
researchbased programmes in a wide range of academic disciplines.
Numerous research groups, centres and institutes have been founded
over the years, becoming world-renowned in disciplines such as
biotechnology, aquaculture and micro-electronics.

Sint-Pietersnieuwstraat 25
9000 Ghent
T: +32 9 264 61 00
barbara.claeys@ugent.be
www.ugent.be

Mieke
VAN HERREWEGHE
Vice Rector
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Guido
VAN HUYLENBROECK
Academic Director
Internationalisation
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Peter
GOETHALS
Professor - Faculty
of Bioscience
Engineering (dpt of
Animal Sciences and
Aquatic Ecology)

Philippe
DE MAEYER
Professor - Faculty
of Sciences (Dpt of
Geography)

Barbara
CLAEYS
Policy Advisor Internationalisation

HOGESCHOOL WEST-VLAANDEREN
Howest is an atypical, creative, innovative and entrepreneurial University

We generate practice-based, state of the art curricula in close

of Applied Sciences. Anticipating the future and exploring the talents

collaboration with the labour field. In a multidisciplinary setting, we

of each student, we coach our students to become competent, highly

integrate education, research and community service, thus creating an

employable, team oriented professionals.

added value for all stakeholders. Howest UAS has 6 000 students and
600 staff.

We aim to set the mark for socially relevant, practice-based education
in the domains Management & organisation, Design & technology and

We are a partner of the Association University of Ghent, which is the

Humanities and valorisation oriented research and community service

second largest in Flanders with nearly 70 000 students.

for both regional and international labour market. Anticipating new
trends and needs, we design new profiles.

Marksesteenweg(Kor) 58
8500 Kortrijk
T: +32 56 24 12 90
info@howest.be
www.howest.be

Frederik
D’HULSTER
Vice President
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UNIVERSITY OF LIEGE – ULIÈGE - DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE,
GEOLOGY, ENVIRONMENT AND CONSTRUCTION/RESEARCH UNIT IN URBAN
AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING (UEE)
UEE is a group of 200 members (more than 90 PhD and Post Doc)

ECOLISER, ConRePaD, SeRaMCo): these projects clearly show the need

contributing to solve the most difficult challenges regarding resilient

for biosourced or secondary resources for the development of insulating

cities, resources and energy-efficient buildings, providing adequate

but also structural materials. A group of geologists, chemists and

conditions for human activities and mitigating natural and technological

construction engineers has developed expertise which enabled them

hazards. GeMMe Building Materials group (Laboratoire des Matériaux de

to obtain a series of equipment and research grants from European,

Construction) is active in the characterization of materials, specifically

National and Regional governments. In addition, based on these

recycled products from construction industry but also municipal wastes

researchs and expertises in the field of concrete, a series of international

to be introduced in the manufacture of building materials. UEE has

collaborations have been set up, particularly with Université Laval

been involved in several research projects oriented to the increase of

(Quebec), Warsaw University of Technology (Poland) and IMT Douai

the thermal performances of buildings (aPROpaille, DREAM), as well

(France).

as the development of recycled materials concrete based (VALDEM,

Allée de la découverte 9
4000 Liège
T: +32 4 366 93 50
Luc.Courard@uliege.be
www.uee.uliege.be
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COURARD
President of the
Department of
Architecture, Geology,
Environment and
Constructions
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VLAAMSE INTERUNIVERSITAIRE RAAD
Being established in 1976, VLIR represents the Flemish universities.

The Interuniversity Development Cooperation (VLIR-UOS) is part of

It serves as a platform to facilitate interuniversity cooperation and

VLIR and receives funding from the Belgian Development Cooperation.

interaction with the Government of Flanders and the federal Government

VLIR-UOS supports partnerships between higher education institutes

of Belgium in all matters concerning the threefold mission statement

in Flanders and the South, stimulating innovative responses to global

of universities (education, research and services to society). VLIR is

and local challenges. VLIR-UOS funds around 170 projects and 1,300

the forum where the universities debate, learn from each other, join

fellowships.

forces and formulate shared recommendations and solutions. VLIR is a
member of the European Universities Assocation.

Ravensteingalerij 27
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 792 55 04
mieke.vanderstappen@vlir.be
www.vlir.be

Koen
VERLAECKT
Secretary General
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FEDERATIONS AND CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

MEXICO
AGORIA SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY CLUB
Agoria’s Sport & Entertainment Technology Club brings together

improving the image and visibility of these companies, we show global

Belgian tech companies focused on the international sporting scene. We

players on the international sporting scene how our members can

provide them with business intelligence, increase their visibility and offer

contribute to their success.

effective support in seizing international business opportunities.
We consider it our mission to promote our members’ products and
Bringing Belgian technology to international sports:

services abroad and aim to identify and create international business

The Sports Technology Club brings together the forces of more than 60

opportunities. Specifically, we target the organising committees of major

companies active in construction, media technology, sports equipment,

events such as the Olympic Games, the Winter Olympics, the FIFA World

hospitality solutions, and access control & security. By increasing and

Cup and the UEFA European Football Championship.

Auguste Reyerslaan 80
1030 Schaarbeek
T: +32 2 706 79 58
diego.algaba@agoria.be
www.agoria.be

Diego
ALGABA
Director
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ANTWERP WORLD DIAMOND CENTRE
AWDC is the umbrella organization for the Antwerp diamond industry,

They do this through Diamond Office, which streamlines the vast

established by the industry to officially represent and defend the

amount of diamonds imported into and exported out of Antwerp, as well

interests of the diamond community as a whole. Its mission is twofold:

as through a wide variety of dedicated marketing campaigns, services,

to strengthen Antwerp’s position as the world’s leading diamond trading

conferences, trade fairs, economic missions and by serving as mediator

centre and to promote the image of diamonds to a general audience.

between the Belgian diamond industry and its public administrations.

Hoveniersstraat 22
2018 Antwerpen
T: +32 3 222 05 11
marcom@awdc.be
www.awdc.be

Mark
VAN BOCKSTAEL
Head of Business
Intelligence

Margaux
DONCKIER
Spokesperson

Beau
DECLERCK
International Business
Development Officer Polished Diamonds
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BELGAPOM
Belgapom is the federation of the Belgian potato trade and processing

Belgapom edited the book ‘The Potato in Belgium, Land of the Fries’, a

industry.

reference document on the sector.

Belgium is a traditional potato country, but even more traditional are the

Belgapom is also setting up global promotion activities for its members.

Belgian fries (papas fritas belgas). The typical Belgian friteries have even

The comic character James Bint (www.jamesbint.be) has been

been recognized as intangible cultural heritage in Belgium.

recognized by Laurent, Prince of Belgium, as the Ambassador of the

Belgapom takes the initiative to set up innovation programs throughout

Belgian fries. He has been the central figure of a promotion campaign

the potato value chain. The weekly Belgapom potato free market

for Belgian fries in South East Asia, set up by VLAM, APAQ-W and the

quotation is widely known all over the world.

European Union form 2016-2019.

Belgapom organizes the biennial international potato exposition

James Bint appears in numerous Belgian Embassies during events as

Interpom Primeurs in Kortrijk. This is the biggest indoor potato expo in

the national day, when Belgian tasty products as beer, chocolates, fries

the world.

and others (www.food.be) are presented … Belgium .. small country,
great food !

Willebroekkaai 37
1000 Brussel
T: +32 9 339 12 52
romain.cools@fvphouse.be
www.belgapom.be

Romain
COOLS
Secretary General
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BELGIAN MEAT EXPORTS
Belgian Meat Exports, BME was founded in December 2015 under

the director of the National Belgian Meat Federation. For meat exports

the parenthood of Belgian Minister of Agriculture Borsus. The main

the sanitary demands are often very high and/or different from the

purpose of BME is to open difficult accessible markets, in a way that

EU legislation, this requires serious investments in infrastructure and

the exporting companies are listed on the closed country lists, have the

management. BME advises companies in these matters and helps to

necessary certificates and licenses to be able to produce correctly for

optimize your export. The BME standard is the tool to comply to those

those markets. Before this challenge Thierry Smagghe was for 10 year

foreign demands.

Brusselsesteenweg 283 bus 11
9230 Wetteren
T: +32 473 95 07 95
info@belgianmeatexports.be
www.belgianmeatexports.be

Thierry
SMAGGHE
CEO
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MEXICO
FEDERAL AGENCY FOR THE SAFETY OF THE FOOD CHAIN (FASFC)
The Federal Agency for the Safety of the Food Chain (FASFC) supervises

to negotiate the sanitary and phytosanitary requirements Belgian

food safety, animal health and plant health in Belgium. The FASFC takes

foodstuffs, plants, animals, animal feed, fertilizers have to comply with if

200 food samples on an average daily basis, and 170 establishments are

exported to countries outside the European Union. These requirements

daily inspected all year long in this regard. 96 to 98% of all analyzed

are necessary to guarantee trade of safe food products and to prevent

samples (imported products included) are compliant and safe. Situated

introduction of animal and plant diseases which might otherwise have

in the heart of Europe, the FASFC is often used as an example for the

an important ecological and economic impact for importing countries.

implementation of European legislation.

The FASFC highly values openness and transparency in its collaboration
with competent authorities of other countries. The FASFC delivers about

The FASFC also carries out border inspection controls on imported

385 certificates a day throughout the year, as a guarantee for safe export

products, animals and plants to safeguard the European territory and

and import of food, plant and animal products entering the European

European consumers. The FASFC is the competent Belgian authority

market.

Boulevard du Jardin Botanique 55
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 211 82 11
pccb@favv-afsca.be
www.favv-afsca.fgov.be/home-en/

Leslie
LAMBREGTS
Director International
Affairs
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FEDERATION OF ENTERPRISES IN BELGIUM (FEB)
The Federation of Enterprises in Belgium (FEB) is the only multisector

and investment environment. FEB’s activities are underpinned by

employer organisation representing companies in Belgium’s three

its thorough knowledge of the sector – thanks to the expertise of its

regions. FEB represents more than 50,000 companies, accounting for

member federations – and on key values such as the social market

75% of employment in the private sector. FEB promotes and defends

economy, sustainable development, business ethics, good governance,

the interests of those companies in nearly 150 federal, European and

dialogue and self-regulation.

international bodies, with a view to creating an optimum business

Rue Ravensteinstraat 4
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 515 08 11
info@vbo-feb.be
www.vbo-feb.be
@VBOFEB

Pieter
Timmermans
CEO

Benoit
MONTEYNE
Deputy Advisor
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MEXICO
FEVIA
Fevia is the federation of the Belgian food industry. Fevia represents
companies and industry associations active in the production and
processing of food and beverages. Fevia and its members position Belgian
food and beverages internationally with the collective promotional brand
“Food.be – Small Country. Great Food”, which highlights the diversity,
quality and innovative character of the Belgian food sector and its
products.

Rue de la Science 14
1040 Brussels
T: +32 2 550 17 40
info@fevia.be
www.fevia.be

Tine
VANDERVELDEN
International Business
Manager
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FITA
FITA non-profit agency promotes the Flemish know how worldwide in

Another major responsibility is the (co-)organisation of sectorial trade

waterborne infrastructure upon request of the private sector federations

missions and business events allowing you to present your knowledge

in Flanders.

and expertise directly to qualified prospects through a series of

FITA’s core business today is to render public expertise to the private

(Flanders Investment & Trade).

presentations and networking events, very often in dialogue with FIT
sector. FITA has been providing (technical) assistance to its beneficiary
consulting companies through working contracts based on daily

On the occasion of this economic Princely mission we aim to promote

performances. FITA experts have been recruited recently to conduct

the cutting-edge technologies, world-class engineering and design

additional studies and provide technical assistance in preparing

capabilities, and unrivaled project management expertise to port

engineering specifications for the development of a new set of Post-

development and inland navigation projects of our diverse contracting

Panamax locks for the expansion of the Panama Canal.

companies and consultants.

Koning Albert II-laan 20 bus 2
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 553 71 16
wim.vanrompay@mow.vlaanderen.be
www.fita-npa.org

Wim
VAN ROMPAY
Area Manager
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VBT- VERBOND VAN BELGISCHE TUINBOUWCOÖPERATIES
The Association of Belgian Horticultural Cooperatives (VBT) represents

platform for consultation and exchanges of views. Furthermore, VBT

and defends, both nationally and internationally, the interests of Belgian

provides sector-relevant information to its members and may, in specific

producers and marketing cooperatives in the fruit and vegetable sector.

domains, act as a service provider.

More than 90% of the Belgian production of fresh fruit and vegetables is
sold through the members of VBT.

One of the main activities is opening up new markets for fresh Belgian
produce.

Where necessary VBT works in conjunction with other organizations,
federations or relevant stakeholders. It also offers its members a

Tiensevest 136
3000 Leuven
T: +32 16 20 00 80
info@vbt.eu
www.vbt.eu

Luc
VANOIRBEEK
General Secretary
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VOKA - KAMER VAN KOOPHANDEL MECHELEN- KEMPEN
There are 6 Chambers of Commerce and Industry (CCI) in Flanders.

this region by lobbying, networking and offering tailor-made services

All are private institutions and consequently membership is not

to small, medium and large businesses. Voka is also part of the global

compulsory. Together with the Flemish Employers Association, these 6

network of Chambers of Commerce and Industry, the oldest and largest

Chambers form the Voka alliance (politically independent) which unites

business network worldwide.

more than 18,000 businesses from all sectors within the Flemish region.
This alliance represents the largest Flemish network of enterprises,
65% of the private employment and 66% of the added value produced
in Flanders and Brussels. Voka supports the economic development of

Kleinhoefstraat 9
2440 Geel
T: +32 14 56 30 30
info.kvkkempen@voka.be
www.kvkkempen.voka.be

Tom
LAVEREN
Director
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OFFICIAL ORGANIZATIONS

MEXICO
EMBASSY OF BELGIUM IN MEXICO
Avenida Alfredo Musset, 41
Colonia Polanco
Del. Miguel Hidalgo
11550 Mexico City
Mexico
T: +52.55.52.80.07.58
mexico@diplobel.fed.be
mexico.diplomatie.belgium.be/es

HE Antoine EVRARD
Ambassador of Belgium
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ECONOMIC AND COMMERCIAL REPRESENTATIONS IN MEXICO CITY
For further details on Belgian products, services, know-how and techniques, please get in touch with the:
Economic and Commercial Representation

Economic and Commercial Representation for the Flemish

for the Walloon Region

Region and Brussels-Capital Region

WALLONIA EXPORT-INVESTMENT AGENCY (AWEX)
c/o Embassy of Belgium in Mexico
Avenida Alfredo Musset 41, Colonia Polanco,
Del. Miguel Hidalgo
11550 Mexico City
Mexico
T: +52 55 52 80 40 66
T: +52 55 52 80 40 65
M: +52 1 55 9195 6662
mexico@awex-wallonia.com
www.wallonia.mx/es
www.awex.be
www.investinwallonia.be

FLANDERS INVESTMENT & TRADE (FIT)
c/o Embassy of Belgium in Mexico
Avenida Alfredo Musset 41, Colonia Polanco,
Del. Miguel Hidalgo
11550 Mexico City
Mexico
T: +52 55 52 81 59 22
M: +52 1 55 20713499
mexico@fitagency.com
www.flandersinvestmentandtrade.com

Florence
VANHOLSBEECK
Economic and
Commercial
Counsellor

Wim VAN CAUTEREN
Economic and
Commercial
Counsellor
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BELGIAN FOREIGN TRADE AGENCY
The Belgian Foreign Trade Agency (BFTA) operates at the service of the

The BFTA also runs an information centre and sends out international

three Regional authorities for export promotion: Flanders Investment

business opportunities to companies on behalf of the Regions through

& Trade, Brussels Invest & Export-Hub Brussels and Wallonia Export-

the mobile application Trade4U. The database listing up Belgian

Investment Agency, as well as at the service of the Federal Public Service

exporters is regularly updated thanks to exchanges with the Regions.

Foreign Affairs.
The BFTA provides information on foreign markets: from studies within
The activities of the BFTA were stipulated by the Cooperation Agreement

the framework of economic missions to national and international

of May 24th 2002 between the Federal Government and the Regions. The

statistics and legal advice or information on regulations regarding

Agency organises joint economic missions at the request of its partners

foreign trade.

and contributes since 2015, upon approval of the Board of Directors, to
the logistical organisation and the economic aspects of Belgian State
Visits abroad.

Rue Montoyer 3
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 206 35 11
missions@abh-ace.be
www.abh-ace.be
www.belgianeconomicmission.be

Fabienne
L’HOOST
Director General
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Rose
DONCK
Deputy Director
Head of Department
State Visits –
Economic missions
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Pascaline
DE SPLENTER
Trade Missions
Coordinator

Lorenzo
VAN ELSEN
Trade Missions
Assistant

CABINET OF CÉCILE JODOGNE - SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN
TRADE & I NVESTMENT FOR THE BRUSSELS - CAPITAL REGION
Brussels, capital of Belgium, is an international city like no other. As the

Aside from being a top business location in general, the Brussels-

decision-making heart of Europe, it has become an international capital,

Capital Region is home to thriving ICT, energy & environment, education,

where global opinion leaders meet to influence and do business, yet it

construction & infrastructure, consultancy and financial sectors.

remains small enough to allow its inhabitants to enjoy all the advantages
of a human-size city.

Due to its central geographical location and unique status as the capital
of Europe, Brussels is one of the world’s largest centers for international

The Brussels-Capital Region accounts for approximately 20 % of

organisations, NGOs, industry associations, interest groups and

Belgium’s GDP. At least 85 % of the Region’s economy consists of service

diplomatic missions.

activities.
For foreign investors, Brussels is the place to be to run a business with
a European focus at a reasonable cost.

Botanic Building
Boulevard Saint-Lazare 10
14th Floor
1210 Brussels
T: +32 2 517 12 59
info.jodogne@gov.brussels
www.cecilejodogne.be
Isabelle
LAVERGE
Advisor Foreign Trade

Anne Sophie
JIMENEZ
Spokesperson
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FEDERAL PUBLIC SERVICE (FPS) FINANCE
FISCAL DEPARTMENT FOR FOREIGN INVESTMENTS
Within the Federal Public Service Finance, the Fiscal Department for

“Invest in Belgium, increase your profit”, with that mission statement we

Foreign Investments assists foreign investors and investors already

would like to keep promoting Belgium with foreign investors. We inform

established in Belgium on tax matters.

them of the attractive tax regimes Belgium has to offer with regard to
foreign investments and assist them in their contact with Belgian tax

This team of experts was established in 1997 and is placed under the

administrations. The ultimate objective is creating jobs and economic

direct authority of the Chairman of the Management Committee.

expansion in Belgium.

This public service works free of charge and on a flexible, nonbureaucratic and investor oriented basis. The Department handles
the projects disclosed to her in a strictly confidential way. The officials
remain subjected to a strict obligation of professional secrecy.

Koning Albert II-laan 33 bus 22
1030 Brussels
T: +32 2 578 61 99
taxinvest@minfin.fed.be
www.finance.belgium.be/en

Michela
RITONDO
International Tax
Expert
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FEDERAL PUBLIC SERVICE (FPS) FOREIGN AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF THE FEDERAL MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND DEFENCE
The office of Didier Reynders, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of

Under Minister Reynders’ direction, Belgian diplomacy prioritizes

Foreign Affairs and Defence, supports the Minister in developing and

economic cooperation in Belgium’s bilateral relations, defends

implementing foreign policy action to defend Belgian interests abroad.

Belgium’s economic interests at the multilateral level, and promotes the
international attractivity of Belgium.

Deputy Prime Minister Didier Reynders attaches great importance to the
economic dimension of Belgian foreign policy.

EGMONT I
Rue des Petits Carmes 15
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 501 85 91
contact.reynders@diplobel.fed.be
www.diplomatie.belgium.be

Skander
NASRA
Advisor

David
MARECHAL
Spokesperson
- Director of
communication
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MEXICO
FEDERAL PUBLIC SERVICE (FPS) FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
FOREIGN TRADE & DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION
The Federal Public Service (FPS) Foreign Affairs, Foreign Trade and

As an organization with solid and long-standing experience in foreign

Development Cooperation manages Belgium’s foreign relations.

relations, the FPS channels its expertise into actions geared towards the

Belgium’s Foreign Affairs network is comprised of 140 embassies,

following objectives:

consulates and representations throughout the world.

•D
 efending Belgian interests abroad.
•
Promoting a stable, fair, and thriving world community based on
solidarity.
•C
 ombating global poverty by coordinating a high-level of cooperation.

EGMONT I
Rue des Petits Carmes 15
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 501 81 11
info@diplobel.fed.be
www.diplomatie.belgium.be

Bruno
VAN DER PLUIJM
Secretary General a.i.
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Luc
PIRSON
Advisor
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Matthieu
BRANDERS
Spokesperson

Vlad
VANDERKELEN
Official Photographer

FLANDERS INVESTMENT & TRADE (FIT) - GOVERNMENT OF FLANDERS
The Flanders Investment & Trade agency promotes sustainable

At another level Flanders Investment & Trade enhances Flanders’

international business, in the interest of both Flanders-based companies

position as the gateway to Europe for inward investors.

and overseas enterprises.
The agency identifies, informs, advises and supports overseas
Whatever sector you are involved in, Flanders Investment & Trade will

enterprises by establishing production and research facilities, contact

help you establish contact with the Flemish companies you are looking

centers, headquarters, logistics operations and so on in Flanders, the

for.

northern region of Belgium.

This includes not only products or services you may be sourcing, but

Do visit our website and discover our worldwide network.

also various types of business relationships, from joint ventures to
technology transfers.

Koning Albert II-laan 37
1030 Brussels
T: +32 2 504 87 11
info@flanderstrade.be
www.flandersinvestmentandtrade.com

Claire
TILLEKAERTS
CEO

Ewa
BULTHEZ
Deputy Director for
Trade: Americas

Michel
HOFMAN
Deputy Director
Inward Investments

Arianne
VAN DEN HEUVEL
Assistant Area
Manager
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GOVERNMENT OF FLANDERS (BELGIUM)

CABINET OF THE MINISTER FOR WORK, ECONOMY, INNOVATION AND SPORT
“Together we can achieve more”, this is the motto Flemish minister

Through his new cluster policy, Flemish minister Muyters wants to give

Philippe Muyters takes to heart with regard to his policies of Work,

a new impetus to this tradition, by intensifying cooperation between

Economy, Innovation and Sports.

different innovative players in various sectors. Flanders aims to do
this on the basis of a true triple-helix of public authorities, knowledge

Its location in the heart of Europe and the presence of lively cities such as

institutions and companies. Every Euro the Government of Flanders

Brussels, Ghent and the world port of Antwerp, have endowed Flanders

invests in R&D must produce a multiplier effect in the form of additional

with an open view to the world. It has led to its most important strength:

private investment. After all, companies that share knowledge and work

Flanders is a dazzling meeting place of various people, cultures and

together with knowledge institutions not only spread the risk, but often

industries.

also achieve better results.

More specifically, Flanders has a long and fruitful tradition of innovative
cooperation between universities, research institutes and the industry.

Martelaarsplein 7
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 552 61 00
kabinet.muyters@vlaanderen.be
www.vlaanderen.be

Thomas
POLLET
Spokesperson &
deputy head of the
minister’s office
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GOVERNMENT OF FLANDERS (BELGIUM)

CABINET OF THE MINISTER-PRESIDENT AND MINISTER FOR FOREIGN POLICY AND
IMMOVABLE HERITAGE
Flanders is the autonomous northern region of Belgium with Brussels

Moreover, the government of Flanders wants to assume by 2020 a

as its capital.

leading position among the best performing European regions.

It is the gateway to Europe.

Enhancing the international interaction with emerging as well as mature

For many centuries, Flanders has been at the crossroads of European

markets is one of the cornerstones of this ambitious plan.

development, with scientists, painters, entrepreneurs and politicians

Via its elaborated network abroad of investment and trade promotion

shaping the future of our continent, combining revolutionary techniques

offices, and in strong cooperation with the federal Belgian authorities, the

with state-of-the-art talent and know-how.

government of Flanders seeks and showcases business opportunities in

Today, in the same spirit of combining innovative know-how with natural

a great variety of sectors.

talent and craftsmanship, we continue to shape our region within a
modern and dynamic Europe.

Martelaarsplein 19
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 552 60 00
kabinet.bourgeois@vlaanderen.be
www.vlaanderen.be

Pascal
WALRAVE
Counsellor
International Business
Development
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GOVERNMENT OF WALLONIA – OFFICE OF MINISTER PIERRE-YVES JEHOLET

VICE-PRESIDENT AND MINISTER OF ECONOMY, INDUSTRY, RESEARCH, INNOVATION, NEW
TECHNOLOGIES, EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING OF THE WALLOON GOVERNMENT
The Office of Minister Jeholet is in charge of the economic and industrial

Wallonia is located in the heart of Europe, at the crossroads of major

development of Wallonia, scientific research, the digitalization of

roads, rivers, rail and air routes. The Region benefits from a highly

the Walloon economy as well as the employment and training policy

skilled labour force and an extensive area for the development of new

of the Region. The cornerstone of the regional economic strategy

economic activities. The Office of Minister Jeholet relies on the Wallonia

revolves around six competitiveness clusters. The clusters are based

Export-Investment Agency (AWEX) for the promotion of exports and

on alliances and cooperation between small, medium and large

attraction of foreign investments.

enterprises, universities and research centres involved in the following
sectors: transport and logistics, healthcare, mechanical engineering,
aeronautics and space, agri-food and cleantech.

Rue Kefer 2
5100 Namur
T: +32 81 23 42 13
www.jeholet.be

Brice
GILSON
Diplomatic advisor
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Nicolas
REYNDERS
Spokesman
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HUB.BRUSSELS
The Brussels Business Support Agency is offering free-of-charge a

Concrete initiatives in Brussels and abroad include trade missions,

range of solutions and advice for start-ups and scale-ups in Brussels

networking days, invitations for decision-makers, and the organization

and beyond, as well as services focusing on strategy, finance, clustering

of shared exhibits at international trade fairs. In addition, hub.brussels

and internationalization.

also works to attract foreign investors to Brussels, providing
them with assistance in establishing their business in Europe’s capital.

One of the missions of hub.brussels is indeed to facilitate the
internationalization of Brussels’ economy by helping Brussels

A “Welcome Package” is available to potential investors, providing them

businesses compete in global markets. More than 90 economic and

with fully equipped office space for three months and a wide range

commercial attachés located on every continent provide free support

of services so that they can experience the advantages of setting up

to SMEs, approach potential local prospects and partners, organize

business operations in Brussels.

networking events…

Chaussée de Charleroi 112
1060 Brussels
T: +32 2 422 00 20
Info@hub.brussels
www.hub.brussels

Isabelle
GRIPPA
Executive Director

Sophie
D’HAEMER
Area Manager Export
NAFTA Zone (Canada,
USA, Mexico)

Florence
LANSMANNE
Assistant Area
Manager - Export
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OFFICE OF KRIS PEETERS, VICE PRIME MINISTER

AND MINISTER FOR WORK, ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS, RESPONSIBLE
FOR FOREIGN TRADE
The office of Kris Peeters, Vice Prime Minister and Minister for Work,

responsible for Foreign Trade in the Belgian Government and through

Economic Affairs and Consumer Affairs, responsible for Foreign Trade,

his Economy portfolio, he defends the Belgian economic interests at the

supports the Minister in shaping and implementing policy to improve the

EU and global level, amongst others via the Trade Defense Instruments

functioning of the labour market and the competitiveness of the Belgian

of the EU. As Minister of Work, M. Peeters promotes the social dialogue:

Economy, including its international dimension.

exchanging best practices in this field, for example with Mexico, can help
foster and support future labour market reforms in both countries.

Given the open nature of the Belgian economy, Vice Prime Minister
Peeters is a staunch defender of free and fair international trade. Being

Hertogsstraat 61
1000 Brussels
+32 2 233 5111
info@peeters.fed.be
www.krispeeters.be

Peter
ROBBERECHT
Diplomatic Advisor
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WALLONIA EXPORT - INVESTMENT AGENCY (AWEX) - WALLONIA REGION
The Wallonia Export-Investment Agency (AWEX) is the governmental

with SOFINEX, in their international operations. AWEX also encourages

agency of the Walloon Region of Belgium in charge of promoting foreign

companies and consultants to work with international financial

trade and attracting foreign investment.

institutions.

As a foreign trade agency, AWEX carries out a mission of promotion

As a foreign investment agency, AWEX is the one-stop shop for foreign

and information to the benefit of both Wallonia and foreign business

investors interested in investing in Wallonia. AWEX assistance to

community. AWEX assists buyers, importers and foreign prospects

potential foreign investors includes site location services, information on

by providing information on Wallonia’s export potential. As an export

grants, labour and social legislation, fiscal incentives. The Agency also

partner for Wallonia-based companies, AWEX provides a wide range

offers a pro-active follow-up service to investors established in Wallonia.

of export-oriented services (market surveys, organization of trade

Outside Belgium, AWEX relies on a network of more than 100 trade

missions, participation in trade shows, export incentives…).

and economic representatives covering some 120 markets and over 20

In addition, AWEX brings assistance to Walloon exporting companies

international organizations.

in order to identify the most interesting funding and supports them,

Place Sainctelette 2
1080 Brussels
T: +32 2 421 82 11
mail@awex.be
www.awex-export.be

Pascale
DELCOMMINETTE
CEO

Michel
KEMPENNERS
COO overseas

Yaël
HAUMONT
Area Manager North
America

Sandrine
WUIOT
Logistics Coordinator
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LAUNCH OF THE NEW WEBSITE: WWW.BELGIANECONOMICMISSION.BE
AND MOBILE APP: “BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSION”
We are pleased to announce the launch of the new website and mobile

The app is an extra tool providing the same information of the website.

app of the Belgian Economic Missions. The new website is launched with

Thanks to the expertise of Belfius, the new app is more suitable and

the support of BOSA. The app has been developed together with Belfius.

facilitates communication between the participants.

They have been created for the participants of the Belgian Economic
Mission to Mexico.

During the mission, the website and app will be permanently updated
in the latest news section. The app sends out notification alerts about

The website will provide the participants with all the information related

changes in the programme, picture galleries and publications, so please

to the mission ranging from the detailed programme, contact details

make sure to download the app in the App Store or Google Play.

of all the participating companies, publications, video interviews and
pictures taken during the mission.

For further information, please contact: astrid.vansnick@abh-ace.be

Mobile: T: +32 470 34 52 53
astrid.vansnick@abh-ace.be
www.belgianeconomicmission.be

Astrid
VAN SNICK
Press Officer Trade
Missions
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BCD MEETINGS & EVENTS
BCD Meetings & Events is a full-service global events agency that brings
people, passion and purpose together to drive business results.
From high-end incentive experiences and breathtaking production to
strategic meetings management and group travel, we can cover all your
needs with equal degrees of expertise.
We’re experts, who love what we do, so will you.

Posthoflei 3
2600 Antwerpen (Berchem)
T: +32 3 200 52 94
PSG@bcdme.com
www.bcdtravel.be
www.bcdme.com

Patricia
VAN DEN EYNDEN
Client Operations
Manager Public Sector

Ann
NOËL
Program Manager

Chris
VAESEN
Project Leader
Meeting Management
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CULTURAL INSTITUTION
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THE CENTRE FOR FINE ARTS BRUSSELS – BOZAR
The Centre for Fine Arts Brussels (BOZAR) is a multidisciplinary

The international mission of BOZAR is organized around distinct regions:

platform for contemporary intercultural dialogue with a European

Europe, the Mediterranean area (including the Middle East), Asia, Africa,

orientation and an international mission. Guided by a commitment to

Latin America, Russia and North America. Thus, with multidisciplinary

artistic excellence, BOZAR also strives to be an agora dedicated to

and cross-sectorial programmes, BOZAR promotes building bridges

cultural and social development. The rich multidisciplinary program

through art and culture.

attracts over 1.3 million visitors per year.
Discover BOZAR’s varied programme at www.bozar.be
The pillars of the artistic programming are exhibitions and concerts,
followed by cinema, literature, architecture, design, theatre and dance
as well as debates and a LAB dedicated to art and science. As a result
of intense collaboration with national and international partners,
events at BOZAR are co-productions of high quality and creative
content.
Rue Ravenstein 23
1000 Brussels
T: +32 2 507 84 30
info@bozar.be
www.bozar.be
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HOTELS OF THE MISSION

MEXICO
ST. REGIS MEXICO CITY

St. Regis Mexico City
Paseo de la Reforma 439
Colonia Cuauhtemoc, 06500 Mexico City
T: + 52 55 5228 1818
www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/
mexxr-the-st-regis-mexico-city
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QUINTA REAL MONTERREY

Quinta Real Monterrey
Diego Rivera 500 Fraccionamiento Valle Oriente,
San Pedro Garza Garcia, 66260 Monterrey
T: +52 81 8368 1000
www.quintareal.com
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ECONOMIC PROFILE OF BELGIUM, THE HEART OF BELGIUM

MEXICO
ECONOMIC PROFILE OF BELGIUM, THE HEART OF EUROPE
Belgium is a Federal Kingdom comprised of three Regions (the Flemish

€422.7 billion in 2016 and €437.2 billion in 2017. Despite the financial and

Region, the Walloon Region and the Brussels-Capital Region) and three

economic turmoil that has plagued Europe in the recent past, Belgium’s

Communities (the Flemish, the French and the German Communities).

GDP kept increasing (+1.5% in 2016 and +1.7% in 2017). Belgium also
remains a high income country, with a GDP per capita of €38,500 in 2017

Belgium has a population of 11.5 million inhabitants (2017 est.) and

(Source: Eurostat).

is one of the most densely populated countries in Europe. Brussels is
called the ‘Capital of Europe’ because it is host to the headquarters of

Belgium boasts an exceptional higher education and training system,

the European Commission, the Council of Ministers and the European

with excellent math and science education, top-notch management

Parliament. Other major international organizations, such as NATO, are

schools and a strong propensity for on-the-job training. These elements

also located in Belgium’s capital. Brussels ranks as the world’s number

contribute to an overall high capacity to innovate.

three city in the world (after London and Washington, D.C.) in terms of
the number of accredited journalists and fourth in terms of the number

According to the World Trade Organization (WTO), Belgium was the 11th

of international meetings and seminars held.

exporter and 14th importer of goods worldwide in 2017 with a share of
2.4% and 2.2% respectively. Belgium’s own goods market is characterized
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With a surface area of 30,500 km2, Belgium is one of the smallest

by high levels of competition and an environment that facilitates new

member states of the European Union. Nevertheless, it is a significant

business creation. Business operations are also distinguished by high

player in the world economy. GDP (Gross Domestic Product) reached

levels of sophistication and professional management.

BELGIAN ECONOMIC MISSION

In 2017, Belgium also ranked as the 13th exporter and 12th importer of
services worldwide with a share of 2.2% and 2.3% respectively.
The Global Enabling Trade Index of the World Economic Forum, which
is published every two years, put Belgium in 10th place in its 2016 index,
describing it as “one of the most open economies globally”. The index
also praises Belgium for its great maritime connectivity with the rest of
the world (10th place); its efficient and transparent border administration
procedures that make the clearance of goods particularly quick (13th)
and its good operating environment for businesses (13th), which can
be attributed mainly to its strong intellectual property rights protection
(15th) and a well-developed financial sector (14th).
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MEXICO
TRADE RELATIONS WITH MEXICO
Belgium is indeed your ideal partner because of its strategic location in the heart of Europe, its flourishing economy with stable growth and the
unwavering confidence of consumers and investors.

Belgian exports to Mexico
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Belgian imports from Mexico

2015

12 months

1,124.800.000 euros

2015

12 months

2,958.000.000 euros

2016

12 months

1,281.300.000 euros

2016

12 months

3,086.600.000 euros

2017

12 months

1,264.900.000 euros

2017

12 months

3,633.200.000 euros

2018

6 months

670.000.000 euros

2018

6 months

2,245.800.000 euros
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